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1 Introduction  

This research work deals with a theoretical and experimental elaboration on the 

fabrication and characterization of press-molded polymer microlens arrays.  

The theoretical part of this research elaborates the terms microlens arrays, polymers 

in optical applications and the fabrication of microlenses in general. Based on the 

description of microlens fabrication technologies, microlens compression molding is 

discussed more detailed in order to lead to the experimental part of this study. In the 

following, an experimental part is conducted in which microlens arrays are 

compression molded out of different polymer materials. Prior to starting the 

experiments, the following steps must be prepared. Firstly, an array of microlenses 

with a microlens diameter Ø = 1 mm has to be designed. Specific requirements needed 

to fulfill a certain application do not have to be considered. The microlens array is then 

micro structured into a mold by diamond turning. A first dimensional mold design is 

provided by the Yan Laboratory, but the detailed design and tolerancing is carried out 

within the framework of this study. After cutting, the microlens mold geometry has to 

be measured for comparison with the press-molded samples within the evaluation. 

Three different polymers are to be used in the compression molding experiments. The 

use of polycarbonate as one of the three materials is determined by the topic. The 

other two materials can be freely selected. The optical polymer polymethyl-

methacrylate is chosen as a second optical material. High-density polyethylene, which 

is not a classic optical polymer, completes the material selection. After finishing the 

beforementioned preparations, the three chosen materials are compression molded 

under different pressing conditions. Crucial process parameters are temperature, 

compression force and processing times. Reference values for the molding can be 

extracted from the material data sheets and recent scientific publications. In a last step 

of the press-molding experiments, the molded samples are characterized by 

conducting different contactless measurements. Finally, the molded microstructure is 

optically observed to assess the wear which occurred during the molding experiments. 

The objective of the theoretical part of this research is to give an introduction about the 

topic. An extensive overview about microlenses in arrays as well as the optical 

characteristics of polymers is given. These fundamentals are needed to fully 

understand the behavior of optical polymers during the characterization and in the later 
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applications. It is later seen that the optical characterization of transparent materials is 

challenging.  An impression about the state of research in the fabrication of microlens 

arrays is given by presenting recent achievements using different technologies. The 

objective of the experimental part of this study is to press-mold three different optical 

plastics with one specific microlens geometry and to characterize the molded samples 

in comparison to each other. Recent scientific publications mostly describe the molding 

of microlens arrays for one material. An intermediate goal of this study is the precision 

cutting of the optical mold as the mold geometry represents the geometry to be 

replicated in the compression molding process. Thus, the mold quality is crucial for the 

experimental results. The organization of this research is of theoretical, engineering 

and experimental nature. All machining processes were executed independently 

unless other persons or departments like the manufacturing center are named.  

This research work is presented and submitted to the Institute for Microintegration 

(IFM) of the University of Stuttgart. The IFM is connected with the Hahn-Schickard 

Institute Stuttgart by personal union [1]. Head of both institutes is 

Prof. Dr. André Zimmermann. Beside other areas, one research focus lies on 

microstructuring processes, micromolding techniques and the development of optical 

microsystems. The execution and elaboration of this research is conducted during a 

study abroad in Japan at the Yan Laboratory for Precision Machining and Nano 

Processing of Keio University. The Yan Laboratory is headed by 

Prof. Jiwang Yan, Ph.D. and researches on ultraprecision manufacturing technologies 

based on machining and material processing [2]. One research area is the ultra-

precision micro forming which includes compression molding. Due to the similar fields 

of research, the execution of this research work in Japan was enabled by both research 

institutions. Limiting aspects of this research were the temporary stay of 5 months at 

the Yan Laboratory and the operating language of some machines in Japanese in the 

lab. 

After this introduction to the topic, chapter 2  gives a general overview of microlenses 

and microlens arrays. The terms microlens and microlens arrays are defined. The 

requirements on these optical parts and certain applications based on the main 

functions of microlenses are presented in the following. Chapter 3  is devoted to the 

main optical properties of plastic materials which have to be understood by engineers 
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and researches who work in the field of optical (micro)systems. Moreover, the optical 

properties of the three selected polymers used in the experiments conducted in this 

study are elaborated. In chapter 4 , the most common microlens array fabrication 

technologies including recent research results are explained. Chapter 4.2.2 should be 

mentioned here in particular, as in this chapter common features and differences 

between the two processes compression molding and hot embossing are discussed. 

During the literature review it has been noted that both terms are often mixed in 

scientific publications. In this regard, the term compression molding is defined in 

chapter 5  followed by an in-depth look on the process. The design of compression 

presses and the fabrication technologies for optical molds are explained in this chapter, 

finalized in a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of compression molding 

in chapter 5.4. Chapter 6  deals with the design of experiments of this research.  

The design and fabrication of the compression molding tool, the selection of optical 

polymers, the equipment used for the microlens characterization as well the result 

documentation is described. The experimental results for the mold fabrication and the 

press-molded microlens arrays are presented and discussed in chapter 7 .  

A summary about this study is drawn in chapter 8 .   
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2 Microlens and Microlens Arrays 

Hereafter the terminology microlenses in arrays, the requirements for them and their 

applications are described. 

2.1  Definition of Terms 

Even though the term microlens implies the description of lenses in the micron size, 

a clear definition is not drawn in most of the papers and articles. This also applies for 

the term microlens array. Because no standard definition exists in academia, the 

definition provided in the ISO standard 14880-1 should be stated here. In it, a microlens 

(ML) is defined as a 

“lens in an array with an aperture of less than a few millimeters including 

lenses which work by refraction at the surface, refraction in the bulk of the 

substrate, diffraction or a combination of these” [3].  

With current fabrication methods achievable dimensions range from around 1 mm 

down to few nanometers [4], [5]. The standard aperture of microlenses is circular in 

shape, but other shapes are not unheard-of. The lens shape depends on the required 

optical function of the lens [6]. In refractive optical elements, for example in convex or 

concave lenses and all types of variants with one plane side, a ray of light is shaped 

by refraction. In diffractive optical elements (DOE) the light is focused by diffraction [3]. 

Crucial dimensions of microlenses are the diameter 2� (footprint diameter of the lens), 

the radius of curvature � and the focal lengths �. � describes the radius at the vertex 

of the microlens. These dimensions are shown in Figure 2-1 for a plano-convex ML. 

Besides the geometrical and optical properties of the single lenslets, the properties of 

the entirety of lenses forming the microlens array (MLA) must be described. With 

reference to the standard ISO 14880-1, a microlens array is defined as a 

“regular arrangement of microlenses on/in a single substrate”. [3] 
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Figure 2-1: Microlens dimensions 

The substrate can be homogenous or laminated. The most common geometrical 

arrangements are the rectangular and hexagonal array as depicted in Figure 2-2. The 

distance between the centers of adjacent lenses in the x- and y-direction is described 

by the lens pitch �� and �� [7]. Depending on the lens pitch and ML diameter, the 

number of lenses on the substrate surface is defined by the packing density �� given 

in equation (2-1). 

�� 0  �2 3�� ∙ �� (2-1) 

The possible maximum fill factor of rectangular MLA arrangements is 78.5 % (π/4), 

hexagonal arrays can be packed up to 99.7 % (π/√37 ).  

 

Figure 2-2: Microlens array arrangement; left: rect angular packaging; right: hexagonal 

packaging 

� Ø 0  2� 

ℎ 

: 

;� 

;�  
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2.2 Requirements for Microlenses and Microlens Arra ys 

The quality of an optical system is mostly affected by the characteristics of its optical 

components. These characteristics influence directly the light intensity, propagation 

direction and the polarization state of rays [8], [9]. The consistency of the focal length, 

low wavefront aberrations and the durability over the specified lifetime of the lenslets 

is therefore essential [10]. For MLA, uniformity among the ML is required. A compilation 

of the most important parameter of optical components is given in Table 2-1. These 

parameters must be controlled during and after the production process to ensure the 

quality of a lens. 

Characteristics Parameter Influence on optical comp onents performance 

Geometric Lens shape 
Spherical lens shapes cause monochromatic 

aberrations 

Geometric 
Shape 

accuracy 

Inaccuracies in shape effect cause monochromatic 

aberrations 

Physical 
Surface 

roughness 
Unevenness cause scattering and blurred imaging 

Material Strength 
Effects the material deformation and the fracture 

susceptibility  

Material 
Material 

density 

Inhomogeneities cause unwanted changes to 

absorption and refractive index. Occurrence of 

changes in phase and intensity of the ray 

Optical 
Sub surface 

damages 

Cause light loss; limit durability and increase 

absorption  

Table 2-1: Important characteristics and their para meters of optical components [8] 

The surface roughness of a lens must be specified since scattering of light is mainly 

caused by the statistical surface characteristics of an optical part [11]. With reference 

to the standard ISO10110-8 [12], the roughness can be specified by five statistical 

possibilities. A proper specification is the RMS surface roughness �! as this value is 

in combination with the wavelength of incident light ' directly related to the occurrence 

of total integrated scattering ("�&) [7], [11], [12]. This relation is described by  

equation (2-2). 
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"�& ≈  =43 �!' ?2
 (2-2) 

However, it can be noted that in most of the academic publications the profile 

roughness was indicated by the arithmetical mean height � . In general, the �  of 

optical mold inserts should be ≤ 10 nm, the �  of microlenses between 20 and 50 nm 

depending on the application. High profile peaks or deep profile valleys often remain 

undetected by the sole indication of � . The determination of at least one more surface 

roughness value which is representative for the application, is necessary. This can be 

the roughness �! for optical parts because of the aforementioned reason. Meanwhile 

the surface roughness can be also calculated areally [13].  

Beside geometrical measurements, the optical lens quality can be determined by 

different approaches based on diffraction and aberrations [14]. Aberrations are caused 

by deviations of the lens shape from a calculated ideal lens shape. Figure 2-3 depicts 

the relation of aberrations between an ideal wavefront %(�)  and a distorted wavefront 

�(�). Based on this relation, two commonly used quality approaches are the Rayleigh 

criterion and the Maréchal criterion. 

 

Figure 2-3: Relation between wavefront and ray aber rations; a) Rayleigh criterion; 

b) Maréchal criterion [14] 

The Rayleigh criterion states that an optical system is diffraction-limited if the maximum 

peak-to-valley deviation |ABC(�)| between the ideal wavefront profile %(�) and the real 

wavefront profile �(�) is smaller than a quarter of the wavelength of the incident light 

(Figure 2-3 a)). The Maréchal criterion is based on the RMS wavefront aberration ADEF, 

wherein ADEF must be less than a fourteenth of the wavelength (Figure 2-3 b)). The 

suitability of these criteria to evaluate the optical performance was demonstrated by 

Ottevaere et al., who fundamentally reviewed the optical performance of glass and 

polymer refractive ML produced with different fabrication methods [15]. The Rayleigh 
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and Maréchal criteria are of interest since not only the optical performance but also the 

maximum permissible form error of a microlens can be inferred from them. Examples 

employing these criteria to determine and evaluate the form error can be found in 

[16] and [17]. 

2.3 Applications of Microlens Arrays 

Microlens arrays are not only limited to certain applications but are nowadays found in 

various technical systems in different application fields. A classification can be made 

on the basis of the optical utilization [7]. MLA are either used to collimate or focus light, 

in illumination or in imaging as shown in Figure 2-4. Exemplary applications of MLA for 

these functions are mentioned in the following.  

1)  2)  3)  4)  

Figure 2-4: Optical utilization of MLA for 1) colli mation or 2) focusing of light,  

3) illumination and 4) imaging [7] 

When big amounts of data are generated, the informations are transferred by usage of 

fiber-optic communication. Optical signals between two optical fibers are transferred 

by means of fiber couplings which contain two MLA (Figure 2-5, left) [3], [18]. The 

incident, individual rays of a signal are emitted at the end of the optical fiber and 

narrowed by a first MLA to parallel rays. To transfer the beams into the following fiber, 

the parallel beams are focused again on the optical fiber input by a second MLA. By 

using a corresponding lens design, it is even possible to switch channels. Another 

usage of MLA is to focus incident light on photodiodes of imaging sensors  

(Figure 2-5, right), which can be found in various devices like in consumer electronic 

products, for example smartphones [19]. 
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Figure 2-5: MLA used in collimating and focusing li ght; left: optical fiber coupling [18]; 

right: focusing incident light into the active area s of a sensor array [3] 

A typical usage of MLA for illumination can be found in projection panel solutions like 

liquid crystal displays (LCD) [20] or organic light emitting diode (OLED) displays [4] 

used in consumer electronics. In LCD displays, exemplarily shown in Figure 2-6, the 

light is transmitted through two polarizers rotated to each other by 90 degrees. 

Between the polarizers, a liquid crystal layer is covered with two transparent electrode 

layers [20]. A microlens structure covers the backlight layer to concentrate the emitted 

light in order to pass it unobstructed through the different display layers and thus, 

increases the illumination efficiency. In the automotive sector, MLA can be found in car 

lighting products. A unique development is the micro-optical array projector technology 

presented in [21]. One condenser MLA and one projection MLA were UV-micro molded 

and then rearranged forming a projector. The technology was brought to the market in 

2015 in the BMW 7 Series to project a light carpet on the ground [22]. The technical 

principle of this technology and its application are shown in Figure 2-7. 

 

1) microlens substrate 
2) low refractive index medium 
3) cover class layer 
4) thin-film transistors 
5) thin-film transistor substrate 
6) liquid crystal layer 
7) black matrix (backlight leakage prevention) 
8) microlens array 

Figure 2-6: MLA used in illumination; liquid crysta l application [3] 
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Figure 2-7: MLA used in illumination; left: MLA arr angement in an optical projector 

[21]; right: Welcome light carpet in the BMW 7 Seri es [22] 

In imaging devices, microlens arrays are an integral part of components like 

photocopiers [4] or light field cameras [23]. Two MLA aligned between the main lens 

and the image sensor can shorten the path of light. Thus, a miniaturization of the 

packaging space is achieved. In photolithography systems as exemplarily shown in 

Figure 2-8, MLA are used as objective to replicate mask patterns on a substrate [7]. It 

is reported, that the depth of focus can be increased enabling micro structure 

patterning over large areas as needed in display fabrications or to expose thick photo 

resists. The usage of MLA in micro structuring devices is an example for how recent 

advancements in micro fabrication technologies drive the continuous development of 

creating smaller and smaller microstructures. 

 

Figure 2-8: MLA used in imaging; microlens objectiv e arranged in an array in photo-

lithography [7] 
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3 Optical Plastics 

As presented in chapter 2.3, micro optical systems are widely used in various 

applications. Microlenses are often made of optical polymers instead of optical glasses, 

as these offer not only better mechanical, but also superior optical material properties. 

Plastic materials used in optical applications are amongst others 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC),  polystyrene (PS), cyclic olefins 

or O-PET [24]. 

One advantage of using polymers is that the lower density materials results in a lower 

component weight of optical elements. A reduction of weight of single parts always 

pushes the development of more ergonomic and efficient end products [25]. During 

product development not only the material properties and the functional design, but 

also the manufacturing costs of the end product must be considered. The high 

availability of plastic materials including the possibility of processing plastic parts in 

high quantities via molding techniques (chapter 4.2) minimize the costs per part 

tremendously [26–28]. Furthermore, smaller batches of parts with complex geometries, 

like MLA with an aspherical lens geometry, can be produced cost effectively employing 

appropriate molding techniques [25]. Because of these aforementioned reasons plastic 

optics often cost less than their glass part equivalents [4]. This is of special interest in 

the consumer and automotive industry where the final product costs are especially 

relevant.  

On the other hand, glass is more appropriate for high temperature applications or areas 

with unstable thermal conditions due to the high thermal expansion coefficient and the 

poor thermal stability of plastics at high temperatures [29]. Additionally, plastic 

materials are soft and therefore more susceptible to scratches or other surface 

damages [26]. At last it can be mentioned that in comparison to the high numbers of 

different available optical glasses, only a small number of optical plastics is offered on 

the market. Nevertheless, the last-mentioned points are compensated by the freedom 

of shape design.  
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3.1 Optical Properties of Plastic Materials 

When using plastics in optical applications, different optical properties of the materials 

have to be carefully taken into consideration in order to receive an optical performance 

which fulfills the specifications required by the application. Some properties can be 

influenced by the optical part manufacturing process. 

3.1.1 Refraction and Dispersion 

The optical properties of optical materials are typically compared using one material’s 

refractive index � and its Abbe number �. The relation of the refractive index � and the 

Abbe number � is shown in Figure 3-1 for different optical plastics and glasses.  

 

Figure 3-1: Comparison of refractive index �� and Abbe number �� of different glasses 

and optical polymers [30] 

The refractive index � describes the propagation of light inside a material. It is defined 

according to equation (3-1) as the ratio of the speed of light � in vacuum and the phase 

velocity � of light in the entered material [31]. 

� 0  ���  (3-1) 
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The refractive index is not constant for different wavelengths. For this reason, the 

refractive index of a material must be always referenced to the wavelength which was 

used for the measurement. Commonly, refractive indices are measured for the helium-

d-line with a wavelength ' of 587.6 nm [24] or for the sodium-D-line with a wavelength ' 

of 589.3 nm.  The convention of the helium-d-line for the refractive index will be 

followed throughout this work. In vacuum, the refractive index is defined to 1.  

For optical plastics the refractive index �� is between 1.3 and 1.65 [30]. For materials 

with high refractive indices a ray beam is bent with a smaller refraction angle than the 

angle of the incident light. Spherical abberrations can be reduced with higher refractive 

index materials [32]. 

The physical phenomenon of the dependency of the refractive index on certain 

wavelengths is called dispersion. The dispersion of an optical material is reflected by 

the Abbe number �� [33], which is defined in equation (3-2). A higher dispersion is 

related to a lower Abbe number. The refractive indices ��, �� and � represent the 

refractive indices respectively measured for the helium-d-line, hydrogen-F-line and 

hydrogen-C-line. By choosing materials with high Abbe numbers chromatic aberrations 

can be reduced [33]. 

�� 0  �� − 1�� − � (3-2) 

3.1.2 Birefringence 

Birefringence is an optical phenomenon describing the variation of the refractive index 

with the polarization state of light [24]. A ray of light is decomposed into two rays when 

passing through anisotropic material [34]. The effect occurs mostly for injection-molded 

parts around the sprues. Birefringence is generally caused by induced residual stress 

from the alignment of the polymer chains and can therefore occur for press-molded 

lens products, too [24], [35]. However, molding techniques which include a 

compression step mostly provide a better behavior in terms of birefringence. 

3.1.3 Transmittance and Transmission 

Light, which is not reflected at the material surface or absorbed within the bulk, is 

transmitted through optical material. The transmittance ) is specified by the ratio 
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between the transmitted light intensity � and the incident light intensity ��. For optical 

materials, the transmission $" is often given, which states the transmittance in percent 

and describes the light permeability of a material. The internal 

transmittance/transmission takes reflections losses into account [24]. Since the 

transmittance decreases with the thickness of the material, the thickness � of the 

material must be specified. 

$" 0 100 % ∗  ) 0 100% ∗ ��� (3-3) 

Transmittance and transmission strongly depend on the wavelengths of light. As 

shown in Figure 3-2, the transmission of optical plastics is high within in the visible 

(380 nm – 740 nm) and near infrared range between ' = 350 nm to 2.2 μm with slight 

variations depending on the plastic type [24]. 

 

Figure 3-2: Transmission of optical plastics for a sample thickness of t = 3.2 mm [30] 

Optical plastics show high absorption rates for infrared regions ' > 2.2 μm caused by 

their chemical structure. In contrast, HDPE shows a transmission around 60 % for a 

material thickness of 500 µm in the thermal IR wavelength range of ' = 8 to 14 μm. 

The suitability of HDPE as lens material for thermal imaging in this spectrum has been 

proven in [36] and [37].  
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3.2 Selected Polymers in Optical Applications 

As previously mentioned, only a low number of polymers shows suitable properties to 

be used in optical applications. The most commonly used optical plastics are PC and 

PMMA. Recently, due to its good clarity in the thermal IR field, its low material costs 

compared to more expensive alternatives like Si or Ge and the given easy moldability, 

HDPE has been established for optical IR applications [37]. Optical polymers are of 

amorphous structure, while polyethylene is semi-crystalline. The properties of PMMA, 

PC and HDPE are compared in Table 3-1 to outline similarities and differences for 

optical applications.  

Properties PC PMMA HDPE 

Refractive index �� 1.585 1.492 1.529 *1) 

Abbe number �� 29.9 57.4 – 

Birefringence (from 0 to 10) 7  4 – 

Optical transmission $" (%) 85 – 91 *2) 92 *2) 84 *3) 

Density ( [g/cm3] 1.20 – 1.24  1.15 – 1.19  0.94 – 0.96  

Hardness Rockwell M70 Rockwell M97 – 

"# [°C] 145 – 150 105 – 120 < 100 

*1) λ = 9.25 µm [38]; *2) � = 3.2 mm [26]; *3) � = 3 µm, ' = 0.792 µm [38] 

Table 3-1: Properties of PMMA, PC and HDPE [15], [2 5], [30], [39], [40] 

 

Polycarbonate has a low percentage of polymer crystallization resulting in a sufficient 

transparency for the most application, but still lower transparency compared to PMMA. 

Its refractive index ��  = 1.585 is in the medium average range of optical polymers. 

However due to its smaller Abbe number, PC is more susceptible to dispersion. PC 

has a very high impact strength [30]. The glass transition temperature "# around 

150 °C is the reason for the comparatively good mechanical properties of PC at higher 

temperatures [26]. On the other hand studies indicate that PC is more difficult to 

mold [41].  
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Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is the most commonly used optical plastic [26], [41]. 

It is highly transparent and shows a very good transmission of 92 % [42]. The refractive 

index of �� =  1.492 is one of the lowest within the optical plastics [30], but the 

Abbe number is with a value of �� =  57.4 one of the highest. PMMA is hard, rigid and 

has good mechanical properties and a high resistance against surface damages [26]. 

Generally, PMMA shows a good machinability including polishability and is 

comparatively easy to mold [41]. Because of its good mechanical and optical 

properties but also its chemical resistance, acryl is used in a wide range of applications.  

Polyethylene is a standard material in plastic engineering and used in wide range of 

application fields [39]. Since PE is of semi-crystalline structure and does not show 

optical properties for visible wavelengths, PE is classically not classified as an optical 

plastic. This might be the reason why the information about optical properties of PE 

are limited in scientific literature.  As previously mentioned in chapter 3.1.3, HDPE 

shows a good transmission in the thermal infrared range for small material thicknesses. 

A refractive index of 1.529 comparable to the one of PC and PMMA can be measured 

for IR wavelength. For a material thickness of 3 µm, which is around 1000 times smaller 

than the thickness used to measure the OT of PC and PMMA in [26], the transmission 

was measured to be 84 %.  
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4 Fabrication of Microlens Arrays 

Beginning in the last century, a wide range of methods for the fabrication of micro lens 

arrays has been developed, having continuously  improved both the process precision 

and the reliability and quality of microlens products [15]. These methods can either be 

classified by the operating principle (mechanical, electrical, chemical, etc.) [4] or by 

categorization into direct and indirect methods based on the necessity of a replication 

tool [23], [43]. Common MLA fabrication techniques suitable for plastic materials are in 

the following divided according to the latter classification method and introduced 

briefly. 

4.1 Direct Fabrication Methods 

The term direct fabrication describes in general the possibility to machine parts without 

using a replication master like a metallic mold [4]. Thus, each part is fabricated 

separately.  

4.1.1 Thermal Reflow 

The thermal reflow or resist melting method is the oldest MLA fabrication method, firstly 

introduced in 1988 by Popovic [18] and is commonly used to obtain spherical MLA. 

The great advantage of this technique is the of use standard lithography equipment 

and processes [7]. As shown in Figure 4-1, a photoresistive polymer layer is first coated 

on a substrate and cured. In the second step, the photoresist is partially exposed and 

dissolved in a subsequent developmental process. Isolated photoresistive cylinders 

are formed on the substrate. In the final reflow step (Figure 4-1 (3)), the material 

compound is heated above to the photoresists glass-transition temperature. Due to 

surface tension effects, the cylinders are shaped into spherical profiles [18], [44]. The 

focal length is adjusted by the thickness of the photoresistive layer before melting the 

cylinders. As the thermal reflow method is known for around three decades, it is well-

established today. Presently, MLA with a wide variation of lens dimensions are 

available. However, the minimum lens diameter is limited by the photolithography 

process boundaries [7]. In [45], the process was used to melt square polymer cylinders 

into an rectangular array of square ML footprints with high density formation. The sag 
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heights varied from 7.3 up to 8.6 µm. The average surface roughness �  was 4.6 nm, 

measured over an area of 4 x 4 µm at the lens vertex.  

1)  3)  

2)  4)  

Figure 4-1: Thermal reflow process 

4.1.2 Inkjet Printing 

Inkjet printing of microlenses is a technique in which small droplets of a  

UV-curable polymer ink are ejected in DoD-configuration from a nozzle onto a 

transparent substrate material [15], [23] (Figure 4-2 (2)). On the substrate the droplets 

merge to plano-convex hemispheres due to the surface tension effect. The liquid 

volume of each microlens is directly related to amount of ink and thus to the number of 

droplets applied for each lens. Subsequently, the formed lenses are solidified in a 

UV curing step forming the MLA (Figure 4-2 (2)).  

 

Figure 4-2: Inkjet printing of polymer microlenses on transparent substrates; 

1: ejecting and forming of hemispherical microlense s; 2: UV curing of the polymer 

The advantage of this technique is the fabrication of microlenses of high shape 

accuracy over large-area substrates with an individual adjustment of the lens size and 
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the optical performance by varying the number of droplets [46], [47]. The amount of 

dropped ink is easily implantable in industrial operations by digital processes. Even a 

monolithic integration of inkjet printing with printing directly on optical components is 

possible [48]. Surface texturing of the substrate [47] or pre-patterned substrates 

[49] enable further process improvements and an adjustability of the lenslet’s optical 

characteristics. Recently, as presented in [46] by Beckert et al., lenses with a ML 

diameter 2� = 1 mm were printed onto a pre-patterned substrate. By varying the 

number of droplets from 800 to 3500, minimal dimensions of the radius of curvature � 

= 1.160 mm and a sag height ℎ = 113.25 ± 0,28 μm were achieved. The maximum 

dimensions were � = 379.79 ± 1,4 μm and a sag height of ℎ = 0.520 mm. The lens 

height deviation was smaller than 0.4 %. The surface roughness was not measured in 

[46]. 

4.1.3 Ultraprecision Machining 

Ultraprecision machining (UPM) techniques are well-established in all fields of 

engineering. Micro optical components or their replication tools as discussed in 

chapter 5.3 can be ultraprecision machined in a diamond turning process. The 

following focuses on diamond turning, which is often termed as single-point diamond 

turning (SPDT). A diamond tool is a polished, mono-crystal diamond of gemquality [50]. 

Single-point diamond turning is conducted on ultraprecision lathes [16] equipped with 

a slow tool servo (STS) system as standard. The cutting tool is mounted on the tool 

post of the STS and driven by it in Z-direction. For certain cutting processes the lathe 

is equipped with an additional piezoelectrically driven fast tool servo (FTS) enabling 

smaller servo strokes and higher reciprocating frequencies. The feed rate and spindle 

rotation are synchronized for both servos types. 

The diamond cutting process of a ML is shown in Figure 4-3 on the left. As shown in  

Table 2-1, the optical performance of optical components is highly influenced by the 

lens topography. In cutting processes, the created surface is marked by the diamond 

tip radius. The spacing of two grooves is in accordance to the synchronization ratio of 

the feed rate and the spindle speed [50]. The interdependencies are shown in  

Figure 4-3.  
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Figure 4-3: Ultraprecision machining; left: process ing of a microlens [17]; right: cross-

sectional topography of a diamond turned surface [5 0] 

In a study conducted at the Yan Laboratory lenses of the diameter 2� = 320 μm and a 

sag height of ℎ = 5 μm were diamond cut on single-crystal silicon [16]. The   

feed rate � was varied between 1 – 6 μm/min-1. For machining in the <100> direction, 

the minimal achieved peak-to-valley form error was 314 nm with an area surface 

roughness &  = 6 nm. The Rayleigh criterion was fulfilled for IR wavelengths.  

Very recently, a MLA was diamond cut in STS configuration into PMMA [17]. The lens 

diameter and the sag height, equivalent to the depth of cut, were 2� = 250 μm and 

ℎ = 7.28 μm. The feed rate was varied from 1 μm/min-1 to 10 μm/min-1 for a spindle 

speed of 24 rpm. In result, a form error of 60 nm and a surface roughness of 8 nm were 

achieved for a feed rate of 2 μm/min-1.  

Beside the ability to machine a broad range of materials with dimensional precision 

while adhering to the narrowest tolerances, the processes flexibility is the most crucial 

reason to use SPDT for MLA fabrication. Aspherical lenses, DoE as well as freeform 

profiles can be obtained [51–53]. Although the possibilities of lens SPDT were proven 

above, diamond turning is still a time-consuming process as each lens is manufactured 

separately. In terms of moldable materials, ultraprecision machining is therefore more 

applied for the replication molds than for the ML(A) fabrication itself. This can be 

exemplarily seen in the publications [51], [52], [54], [55]. The achievable finish 

roughness using UPM for the optical mold fabrication is < 10 nm [54]. 
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4.2 Indirect Fabrication Methods 

Compared to the presented direct MLA fabrication, the moldability of materials enables 

high-quantity production. As a consequence, materials like plastics can be fabricated 

in consequence with higher productivity utilizing replication processes. 

4.2.1 Injection Molding 

Injection molding (IM) is a process in which the polymer material is plasticized using 

heat by the injection molding machine and injected under pressure through a nozzle 

into the cavity of a previously closed mold. The material solidifies inside the mold into 

the desired shape by cooling [56]. Depending on the material shrinkage, the 

dimensions of the created part are almost equal to the ones of the mold.  

For macroscopic components, injection molding is well-known and established in 

science and industry for several decades. Nevertheless, the isothermal process 

common in conventional injection molding, results in certain problems in the 

microscopic world due to a reduced mold flow behavior and higher cooling rates. In 

microinjection molding the process can be operated variothermal.  

In this configuration a micro structured tool is equipped with a heating system which 

should keep the mold thermally stable to the temperature level of the material to be 

molded [43], [57]. An mold insert with heating system is exemplified in  

Figure 4-4. Before demolding, the whole tool is cooled down below the materials "#. 

Generally, it can be said that with this molding technique the quality of the molded parts 

is improved but also the process time is prolonged. 

 

Figure 4-4: Mold insert with heating system [57] 
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A double-sided, hexagonal arranged PMMA MLA for illumination purposes was 

injection molded in [58]. The lens diameter was 1450 µm, the sag height was 550 µm 

and the radius of curvature was 0.850 µm. The lens design was machined into two 

molds by conventional CNC milling. To improve the mold surface roughness, a 14 µm 

thick layer of positive photoresist was subsequently spraycoated on one mold. One 

MLA was respectively injection-molded with the uncoated and the coated tool. The 

dimensions of the MLA molded with the uncoated mold were 2� = 1457 μm, 

ℎ = 503 μm and � = 863 µm. The dimensions of the MLA molded with the coated mold 

were 2� = 1460 μm, ℎ = 492 μm and � = 869 µm. The surface roughness of the latter 

MLA was �  = 38 nm and �! = 42 nm and thus two times and two and a half times 

better than the one of the MLA, molded with the uncoated mold. Hence, the MLA 

surface roughness was improved by coating the mold. 

4.2.2 Compression Molding and Hot Embossing 

Both compression molding (dt. Formpressen) and hot embossing (HEM) 

(dt. Heißprägen) are introduced in this chapter collectively since both have a high 

process resemblance to each other and are often mentioned together in scientific 

publications. Compression molding was originally introduced to mold glass 

components but is also used to mold thermoset and thermoplastics.  

Compression molding and HEM are based on the same process steps. A polymer 

material is firstly inserted into the molding machine. The whole mold is then heated 

above the polymer glass transition temperature. By closing the mold, pressure is 

applied to form the substrate material into the mold insert structure. In a last step the 

mold and material are cooled down and the pressed part is demolded. The main 

difference between compression molding and hot embossing is the stage of closing 

the mold as it can be seen in Figure 4-5. In compression molding both mold halves are 

completely closed, whereas in HEM a small gap remains between the lower and upper 

mold part. A residual layer around the substrate remains and must be diced afterwards 

[29], but makes HEM less critical in terms of the charge volume. However, the open 

mold shows its drawback when 3D-structures should be fabricated. The advantage of 

both processes is that high-aspect ratios can be achieved compared to other molding 

processes [43], [59]. 
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Figure 4-5: left: hot embossing; right: compression  molding 

Compression molding and HEM represent both an individual process and can be 

therefore mentioned individually as done in [25] and [60]. During the literature research 

the impression arose that the term hot embossing is mentioned more often. However, 

due to the process’s similarities both terms are often mixed in scientific publications. 

Because of the not fully closed mold, hot embossing is sometimes also explained as 

an open-die compression molding technique [61]. The other way around, compression 

molding can be described in [9] as a closed-die process to produce lenses. Two years 

earlier, the same researchers used compression molding to mold perpendicular 

surfaces of a micro structured plate for display applications, but called the process 

closed-die hot embossing [59].  

To overcome this definition problems, the terms definition of the ISO should be given 

as it was previously done for the terms microlens and microlens array in chapter 2.1. 

According to the standard ISO 472, compression molding is denoted as a “process of 

moulding a material in a confined cavity by applying pressure and usually heat”, 

whereas embossing is defined as a “process of producing a relief pattern on a surface” 

[62]. For a clearer distinction, an own definition of compression molding is drawn in 

chapter 5.1.  

Recent advancements both in hot embossing and compression molding are presented 

in the following. An array of ML with a diameter of 64.4 µm and a sag height of 3.4 µm 

was hot embossed in [63] on a polycarbonate sheet after several attempts with different 

mold materials. The replicated MLA showed a very small deviation from the mold and 

a �  surface roughness of 11 nm. The sag height of the embossed ML was enlarged 

due to profile deterioration caused by adhesion and friction between the polymer and 

the mold. In [60], microlens arrays with varying the ML diameter, � and the sag height 

between 36 – 96 µm, 20 – 60 µm and 17.45 – 25.08 µm were compression molded out 
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of PMMA powder. It is reported that the radius of curvature and the sag height deviated 

from the replication master less than 0.8 µm and 0.2 µm. The measured �! was 

3.98 nm.  

4.2.3 Injection-Compression Molding 

Injection-compression molding (ICM) refers to the combination of microinjection 

molding and compression molding. ICM is a variant of IM and exploits the advantages 

of press-molding [43]. The full ICM process is shown in Figure 4-6. In ICM, the 

plasticized material is firstly injected into the cavity as it is common in conventional IM. 

In difference to IM, the mold is not fully closed [29]. A small gap between the two mold 

halves, the so called “compression gap”, is held open providing the necessary stroke 

length for an additional compression sequence [64], [65]. When the mold is fully closed, 

the compressing step is performed, and the material is pressed into the microstructures 

of the mold. This step is an additional holding phase. As a result of the compression 

step not only shrinkage effects are prevented [43], but also residual stresses inside the 

material are distributed more uniform resulting in a more homogenous material density 

[64–66]. Optical characteristics like the transmission and birefringence are improved 

compared to molding techniques only based on the principle of material injection. 

 
Figure 4-6: Injection-compression molding process s equence [65] 

Whenever parts with low aspect ratios and with press-molded part quality are needed 

in high quantities, injection-compression molding is the suitable technique. 

Disadvantageous is the more complex tool design and process due to additional 

process parameters like gap stroke, compression speed, starting time or the applied 

force. The correlations between these parameters were examined in various 

publications and summarized comparatively in [64]. Finally, mechanical post-

processing to remove the sprue must be carried out. Injection-compression process 

Injection sequence Compression sequence 
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was obtained very recently by Hahn-Schickard. A MLA containing convex-spherical 

12000 ML on an area of 13 x 15 mm was injection-compression molded very 

recently [66]. Each lenslet was of a � of 1 mm and of a sag height ℎ of 4 μm.  

The ICM tool was ultraprecision milled and showed a surface roughness �  = 4 nm of 

a single lens and a PV form error of 39.5 nm from the specified � = 1 mm. In result, a 

polymer ML with a �  = 6 nm and a PV form error of 80 nm were replicated from the 

mold structure. 
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5 Compression Molding 

Compression molding and hot embossing were introduced briefly in the previous 

chapter. As the focus of this study is on press-molding experiments, the compression 

molding process and the needed equipment is further elaborated in the following 

starting with an own definition.  

5.1 Compression Molding Process 

Despite the differences between compression molding and hot embossing, the 

comparison of both terms in chapter 4.2.2 showed that there is no clear definition of 

the compression molding process in academia. An initial description was given based 

on the standard ISO 472, but even this definition does not provide a sufficient 

description of the individual process steps and their parameters. For this reason, 

compression molding is defined in this study separately as follows. 

Compression molding is a molding technique in which a substrate material 

is placed in the lower part of a mold, melted by heating the entire mold above 

the substrate material glass transition temperature, pressed into a form by 

closing the mold completely and then cooled before demolding. 

Before a molding process can be started, some pre-setting activities of the machine 

must be carried out. Firstly, the compression press is to be equipped with the mold 

tool, the gas supply needs to be provided and the parameters for each process step 

are to be set. Then, press-molding can be conducted following the schematic 

compression molding sequence shown in Figure 5-1. Characteristic processing 

parameters are molding temperature, molding pressure, molding time, cooling rate and 

demolding temperature. These parameters influence viscosity characteristics, the 

occurrence of plastic deformations and the replication quality.  

The substrate material for the mold charge is inserted in a presetting step. Initial forms 

like powder [10], [60], granules [37], plates [59], [63] were used in different scientific 

investigations. Moreover, preformed blanks [67] and even liquid films can be 

inserted [28]. Powders and granules have a higher heat absorption capacity due to 

their enhanced surface. The operating time can be reduced as these forms show a 
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faster rise in temperature. In automated industry processes the material is often 

preheated to reduce the process time and to boost productivity. To obtain a repeatable 

uniformity and thus a high process reliability, the amount of fed material has to be 

weighted precisely [28].  

1) 

 

Presetting 4) 

 

Pressing 

2) 
 

Evacuating / Gas purging 5) 
 

Cooling 

3) 

 

Heating 6) 

 

Demolding 

Figure 5-1: Schematic of compression molding proces s 

Next, the mold halves are moved together but not fully closed. Depending on the 

compression press, the processing chamber is either evacuated or an inert 

atmosphere is created to prevent tool oxidation and accompanying abnormal tool wear. 

Secondly, gas trapping, diminishing the mechanical and optical part quality, inside the 

replicated part is prevented.  

During heating, the substrate material is brought to or above the glass transition 

temperature by the heat transfer from the mold. The material softens and is no longer 

dimensionally stable. With raised temperature " the viscosity of the material is 

increased and thus the fluidity improved [10]. On the other side, the decomposition 

temperature of the plastic must be factored in. 
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When the optimum temperature is reached, the upper mold is descended to fully close 

the cavity and the compression force � is applied. The compression force must be high 

enough to press the viscous polymer into the micro structures. Inherent stresses are 

reduced by the applied pressure on the material. However, too high compression 

pressure can lead to material defects like bursts due to too high compressive stress 

inside the material as occurred in [10] and shown in Figure 5-2 on the left. Additionally, 

the mold can be damaged by cracking, especially when brittle materials are used as 

mold materials [63].  

After molding, the entire mold with the therein enclosed part is cooled down below "# 

to cure the material. The cooling is normally performed by supplying a continuous gas 

stream into the gas chamber. The compression pressure is kept or reduced in the 

cooling phase. During cooling, the plastic is subjected to shrinkage. The cooling rate 

must be observed, as too fast cooling rates result in a poor material homogeneity. In 

addition, if the compression pressure is too low, undesirable defects due to excessive 

shrinkage occur as shown on the right in Figure 5-2. 

 

Figure 5-2: Microlens defects; left: material burst  caused by overpressure during the 

molding and cooling step; right: shrinkage defect i n lens center [10] 

The demolding of the components is the most crucial step [29]. The compression 

pressure is set down to zero, the mold is opened, and the molded part is extracted. 

Also, in this step the process temperature needs to be chosen carefully. Non-reversible 

deformation can occur due to the material softness if the part temperature is too close 

to "#. In [37], demolding of HDPE was performed at 80 °C. In [5] and [35] the demolding 

temperature for PMMA was between 40 °C and 50 °C, whereas Li et. al demolded 

PMMA at room temperature [68]. Press-molded polycarbonate MLA were demolded at 

room temperature (26 °C) and occasionally at a temperature of 60°C, too [63]. At 60°C, 
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the replicated PC MLA tends to stick at the mold micro structure which made demolding 

difficult to obtain and risky regarding damages of the lens surfaces. One can conclude 

that the optimum demolding temperature must be determined like the other process 

parameters for each microstructure, mold and charge material. In industry applications 

the maximum possible demolding temperature is preferred as cycling times can be 

shortened. 

5.2 Compression Presses  

Press-molding is conducted on compression presses in which the necessary pressure 

is vertically applied on the substrate material to force it into the mold micro structure. 

Compression presses which can press both glass and polymer are often used. The 

main elements of a compression press are the compression unit, the heating and 

cooling system and the gas transfer system [27].  

The compression unit carries all the components for the compression step. It is 

generally built of two vertically aligned chucks on which the mold halves can be 

clamped. One of the chucks is firmly fixed in the machine while the other one, usually 

the lower chuck, can be moved up and down towards the other. The movement is 

actuated by a hydraulic cylinder. The female or cavity mold part is usually fixated on 

the lower chuck. During mold closing (Figure 5-1, process step 4)), the upper half dips 

into the lower one. A process chamber isolates the mold from the outside. The gas 

transfer system is used to create a vacuum inside the process chamber using a 

vacuum pump. Alternatively, the process chamber can be floated with inert gas, like 

nitrogen or argon. In this case, a gas supply next to the compression press has to be 

provided. The heat required to heat the mold and plastic material is supplied by an 

infrared heating system. To cool down the mold, a gas is either supplied into the 

chamber again [37] or an external fan is used [35]. All process parameters are 

measured by sensors and software controlled [27]. 

Depending on the application, it can be distinguished between semiautomatic or fully 

automatic compression presses [28]. Semiautomatic molds are used for laboratory 

applications, in which the press follows a programmed cycle. The material loading and 

the part demolding is done manually by the operator. In industrial production, all 
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pressing steps including the material handling are fully automatized [28], [29], [69]. 

Manually operated compression presses for laboratory applications were additionally 

mentioned in [28], but publications in which these presses were used were not found 

during the literature review. This can be explained by an expectedly unstable process 

and todays safety standards, which are assumingly not fulfilled by those setups. 

5.3 Optical Mold Fabrication 

In difference to macro molding techniques, a separation of the tool from the micro 

structured mold insert is established in micromolding [29], [70]. The tool parts are 

mounted on chucks of the press machine, enclose the substrate material and transfer 

the heat energy to the substrate material during heating or away during cooling.  

The mold insert contains the microstructure to be replicated into the substrate material. 

High effort is put into the fabrication of the mold insert to achieve precise geometric 

dimensions, low tolerances and low surface roughness. Any deviations of the 

lensnegative from the optical design lead to changes in the optical properties of the 

compression-molded lenses. Inaccuracies and form deviations of the micro structure 

cannot be compensated in the later replication process. A low surface roughness is 

desired to avoid friction of the material during the compression and especially during 

demolding. A low wear and tear of the micro structures over higher cycling times and 

process parameters is important for quality and economic reasons. This can be 

prevented by using hard, ductile materials and a proper micro structural design. 

However, hard materials are more difficult to machine due to their brittleness. Usual 

materials for optical molds are aluminum [55], [71], brass [71], [72] or nickel-phosphor 

coated materials [73]. A wide range of recent optical mold fabrication methods were 

detailed and compared by M. Roeder et. al  [54], summarized in Figure 5-3.  

UPM methods are often used for mold machining due to their outstanding advantages 

in terms of precision as described in chapter 4.1.3. However, their limitation on non-

ferrous metals as mold materials must be outlined at this point. Although hardened 

steel is widely used in all fields of engineering, it cannot be diamond cut. Excessive 

tool wear based on chemical phenomena occur at the diamond tool and the workpiece.  
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Figure 5-3: Comparison of different manufacturing t echniques for optical molds [54] 

In summary, it can be said that the choice of the manufacturing technology for an 

optical mold is dependent on several aspects. For each mold, the manufacturing 

process should be chosen considering the application specific part quality in terms of 

dimensions and surface quality, the availability of different technologies in a laboratory 

or company and also economic aspects. 

5.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Compression Mol ding 

Today, injection molding has been established for most applications in 

microtechnology and dominates over compression molding especially because of the 

fast and efficient production. Nevertheless, compression molding shows some 

superiority in terms of part quality and process suitability for certain applications.  

The great advantage of compression molding is that parts can be easily produced by 

using preformed blanks which are close to the final part shape [41]. In terms of molded 

part dimensions, more complex features with aspect ratios >10 and thinner part 

thicknesses are achievable [43], [59]. In compression molding, the flow paths are 

generally short. The friction forces between the mold and the lowered material are 

comparatively low as the material is only heated by the mold but not by an additional 

heating unit as in injection molding [29]. Due to the lowered friction, the residual stress 

inside the material is reduced. Compression molding shows therefore a higher 

suitability for the fabrication of high-quality optical parts [35]. Also, the process 
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reproducibility is very high. As described in chapter 5.2, the mechanical setup of 

compression presses is also less complex compared to injection molding machines. 

Especially the tooling cost can be reduced as the press-molding tools are less 

complex [41] as there is no sprue and runner system like in injection molding. In this 

regard, extra material for sprues and runners is firstly not needed and the normally 

mechanical  removal of the residual sprues is not necessary [29].  

Disadvantage to injection molding processes is the needed heating of the entire mold 

to melt the charge material as this results in very long cycling times, especially when 

the mold has to be cooled down again on low temperatures for demolding. In addition, 

the mold is charged in an extra process step before the process can be started as there 

is no continuous material supply. This increases the production costs dramatically, 

making compression molding less suitable for mass fabrication. On the other side, 

press-molding is advantageous in laboratory applications, prototyping or low-scale 

series production [29], [43].  

In summary, press-molding is a suitable molding technique when parts of high aspect 

ratios or in optical quality have to be produced. However, compression molding is time 

consuming and thus, of higher process costs. Non-complex parts with low aspect ratios 

can be fabricated more easily by means of injection molding. To combine the 

advantages of both processes, ICM was introduced in chapter 4.2.3, which is more 

suitable to produce optical parts in press-molding quality.  
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6 Design of Experiments 

The experimental part of this study included  

1) design and machining of a compression molding tool including the design of the 

microlens array  

2) a selection of materials to be pressed 

3) the press-molding experiments 

4) and the characterization of the molded parts 

 

The entire setup and the boundaries for the press-molding and characterization of the 

polymer MLA in this study are described in this chapter.  

6.1 Design and Fabrication of a Compression Molding  Tool  

Before starting the press-molding experiments, a tool was designed and machined. 

For the laboratory experiments, the usual separation between tool parts and mold 

insert as described in chapter 5.3 was considered not to be necessary and the 

microlens array was machined directly into the mold.  

6.1.1 Mold and Microlens Array Design 

A first dimensional design for the mold was provided at the beginning of this study by 

the UP micro forming group at Yan Laboratory. It is shown in the appendix (1) - (4). 

The design was based on the fitted dimension of the press-molding machine (chapter 

6.2) and molds from previous studies. Crucial manufacturing tolerances, which ensure 

the later function of the mold, were added as it can be seen from the technical drawings 

attached in the appendix (5) - (8). A tolerance stack analysis according to [74] in order 

to calculate the axial guidance length between the lmp 1 and lmp 2 and a tolerance 

stack analysis for the height of the plunger of the upper mold part was carried out and  

attached to the appendix (10) and (11). The tool design is shown in Figure 6-1. The 

mold consists of one upper mold part, the lower mold parts 1 – 3 (lmp 1 – 3), assembly 

screws and four compression springs (appendix (9)). A simplification of the optical 

mold was achieved by cutting the MLA directly into the upper mold. The number of 
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parts was therefore reduced, a tolerance analysis between tool and mold insert was 

not required and the production time could be shortened. CuZn30 brass material 

(Japanese material no. C2600) was chosen as mold material.  

 

The upper mold part and the lower mold part 1 were later clamped to the compression 

press with the upper mold being the fixed part inside the machine. The flat MLA side 

is formed by the lmp 2 during press-molding. It is inserted into the lmp 3 and mounted 

by one M4-cylinder head screw. To achieve a good surface quality on the pressed part 

and an easy demolding, lmp 2 needs to have a low surface roughness. The lower mold 

part 1 is loaded on four compression springs (part number DC519 by Accurate Inc., 

Japan) and axially guided by lmp 2 and two M4-low head shoulder screws guided by 

engineering fits in lmp 3. 

 

Figure 6-1: Compression molding tool used in this s tudy (CAD exploded drawing) 

The mold cavity is radially enclosed by lmp 1. The data sheet of the compression 

springs is attached in the appendix. When closing the mold, lmp 1 is pressed 

downwards through the upper mold against the spring loads to the stop by the lmp 3. 

When the mold is opened, lmp 1 is discharged to its initial position by decompression 

Upper mold part with 
MLA micro structure 

Lower mold part 1 

Lower mold part 2 

Lower mold part 3 

2x low head shoulder screws 

1x cylinder head screw 

4x compression springs 
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of the springs. For the temperature sensors, a small hole with a diameter Ø = 3 mm 

and a depth of 6 mm was foreseen in both the upper mold and the lower mold part 3.  

The MLA design should be kept simple as the focus of this research lies on the 

compression molding experiments.  Therefore, the mold fabrication process and the 

latter characterization of the press-molded MLA was less complex and error 

possibilities caused by mold fabrication or measurement inaccuracies were reduced. 

The difference between refractive and diffractive lens shapes is already described in 

chapter 2.1. Due to their more complex shape, DOE were not taken into consideration 

for the sample MLA design even though the selected material HDPE is generally used 

for molded DoE in IR applications. The optical design was done according to the 

common design process for a plano-convex refractive microlens array described in [7] 

and [24]. The used symbols are according to the ISO 14880 [3]. The cross-sectional 

profile of this lens shape is described according to [75] by the following formula in which 

� represents the conic constant. The conic constant describes the curvature of a lens. 

ℎ(�) 0 1�L ∗ �2

  1 + N1 − (� + 1) �2�L 2  
+   ℎOPℎQR SRTQR �QRUV 

(6-1) 

As a simple lens design was desired, the spherical form (� = 0) is chosen, so that the 

higher-order terms were not regarded. The lens diameter was given with 2� = 1 mm 

by the topic. The radius of curvature was set to Rc = 5.5 mm. With these given values, 

the sag height was calculated to ℎ = 22.774 μm. 

ℎ 0 15.5 ∗  0.52
  1 + Y1 − (0 + 1) 0.525.52  0 0.022774 UU 0 22.774 [U (6-2) 

The lenses were rectangular arrayed in 5 x 5 arrangement with a pitch ��,� = 2 mm. 

With the pitch ��,� > lens radius �, defined boundaries of the lenslets due to the small 

gaps between two lenslets were generated. This packaging density also facilitated the 

measurement and evaluation of the lens dimensions. The microlenses were 

numerated according to Figure 6-2 from 01 - 25 in order to facilitate their location on 

the substrate and the comparison between individual lenses. 
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Figure 6-2: Numeration of microlenses on a substrat e in this study 

6.1.2 Mold Fabrication 

The mold parts were produced in three steps. All mold parts were firstly fabricated by 

rough machine operations. The machining was carried by the craftsmen of the KEIO 

manufacturing center. After rough machining, all parts were delivered to the Yan 

laboratory facility and cleaned ultrasonically in ethyl alcohol (99.5 %) for 10 minutes. 

The mold parts can be seen in Figure 6-3. 

 

Figure 6-3: Mold parts (upper mold part already wit h diamond cut microlens array) 

Further processing was performed on the upper mold and the lower mold part 2.  

Part areas crucial both for the molding process and the part quality were polished down 

to achieve a smooth surface. The polishing was carried out on a semi-automatic 

polishing machine (Dial wrap ML-150P, Maruto Instrument Co. Ltd., Japan) equipped 

with a swing type drive arm. A soft polishing pad was used for the finish cut on which 
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diamond polishing powder with grain sizes of 0 - 0.5 μm and a grit size of 60000 was 

continuously dispensed.  

Single-point diamond cutting was used to cut the MLA into the upper mold. Ultra-

precision cutting is a main research field of the Yan Laboratory, which is why the MLA 

cutting was carried out in the context of the research from Yan Laboratory. The entire 

experimental setup is shown in Figure 6-4. For the single-point diamond cutting 

process, a four axes CNC ultra-precision lathe (Nanoform X, AMETEK Precitech Inc., 

Keene, NH, USA) was used. This machine is equipped with an aerostatic high-speed 

spindle (C-axis). The maximum spindle speed is 10.000 rpm with a position accuracy 

of ± 1 arcseconds. The driving units (AC linear motors) for the motions in the x- and z-

axis are placed on linear hydrostatic slideways. The position feedback resolution is 

8 pm. The workpiece was attached to the spindle by a vacuum chuck. The cutting tool 

was mounted on the tool post which is driven in STS configuration. Lubrication oil was 

sprayed on the workpiece during the entire cutting process.  

 

Figure 6-4: Ultra-precision diamond cutting of the microlens array 

A diamond tool was used to cut the MLA into the brass material. The applied cutting 

and tool parameters are in Table 6-1. All cutting sequences were performed at a room 

temperature of 23 °C. After the ultra-precision machining, the mold parts were cleaned 

again in the ultrasonic bath in ethyl alcohol (99.5 %) for 10 minutes.  
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Tool material  / 

tool radius [mm] 
Depth of cut [µm] 

Feed rate f  

[μ/ min -1] 

Spindle speed  

[rpm] 

Diamond / 

0.5 

10 20 20 

10 20 20 

4 10 20 

1 5 20 

Table 6-1: Process parameters and tool geometry for  the ML diamond cutting of mold2 

Based on the tolerances of the mold parts, the minimum theoretical cavity volume was 

Vcavity,theo = 380.35 mm³. However, due to the polishing and the facing before the 

microlens diamond cutting, the cavity volume was increased. In order to determine the 

exact needed amount of material for one press-molding cycle, the cavity volume had 

to be determined experimentally in a first test series by using granule material. 

6.2 Press Molding Machine at Yan Laboratory 

A Toshiba GMP211 compression press (Toshiba Machine Co. Ltd., Japan)  

(Figure 6-5) was used to carry out the compression molding experiments. This machine 

was originally designed for glass molding, but also polymer-based materials can be 

pressed. The technical setup of the machine is shown in Figure 6-6. Each mold halve 

was fixed on a mounting plate which was then mounted into the processing chamber. 

The upper mold half remains fixed during press-molding. The lower mold, which is 

charged with the material to be pressed in the later molding process, is motioned by 

an AC servomotor in the Z-axis towards the upper mold for molding and away for 

demolding. The mold position is measured by an encoder with a measurement 

resolution of 0.1 µm. The compression press is not equipped with an evacuation 

system. Instead, each press-molding cycle is started with a purging sequence in which 

argon gas is flooded into the processing chamber to avoid oxidation of the mold caused 

by the high temperatures. A silica glass tube encloses the argon gas inside the 

processing chamber. The argon gas is supplied from gas bottles with a volume of 7 m3. 

The silica glass tube is surround by an IR lamp heating system which radiates heat 

energy towards the mold. As the compression press was designed for glass molding, 
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temperature up of 800 °C can be reached. The temperature of the upper and lower 

mold is sensed by a thermocouple with a ± 1 °C accuracy. The temperature probes of 

the thermocouples were inserted into the Ø = 3 mm-holes inside the lmp1 and the 

upper mold part. Once the adjusted heating temperature is sensed by the 

thermocouples, the press-molding step is initialized. A force gauge (load cell type) 

placed beneath the lower axis senses the pressing load with a resolution of 0.1 N. The 

applicable pressing force ranges from 0.2 kN to 20 kN with a resolution of 0.98 N. After 

pressing, the mold is cooled down to the demolding temperature by injecting argon gas 

again. When the demolding temperature is reached, the mold is opened. The default 

demolding temperature is 80 °C. For this temperature it can be more less said that 

three samples can be compression molded with one argon gas bottle. This is a limiting 

factor for the variation of the demolding temperature. 

 

Figure 6-5: Compression molding press GMP211 (Toshi ba Machine Corp., Japan) 
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Figure 6-6: Machine setup for compression molding p rocess 

The heating temperature is not controlled in a closed-loop by the machine. After 

initializing a press-molding sequence, the amount of thermal energy supplied to the 

system must be raised manually in percentage increments for the upper and lower 

mold until the set heating temperature is measured by the temperature sensors. As 

soon as the heating temperature is reached, the heat input is set down to 0 %.  

The setting for the upper and lower tool is done in each case via a display. Figure 6-7 

shows the adjustment of the thermal energy in percent exemplarily for a heating 

temperature of 128 °C.  

Six different types of parameter with a total of 19 values can be set on the  

Toshiba GMP211 compression molding machine. Dependent on the pressing step, the 

AC servomotor position Z [mm], the cylinder motion speed V [mm/min], the 

compression force P [kN], different temperatures T [°C] and different time 

durations t [s] can be adjusted individually. Figure 6-8 shows the parameter to be 
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adjusted for one compression molding sequence at the GMP211 compression press. 

A full description of each parameter is given in the experiment documentation sheet 

template attached in the appendix (15). In this study, the values for temperature, 

compression force and the time were varied while the cylinder motion speed and the 

temperature gradients were fixed. The lower mold position was set to Z = 48 mm. This 

position is kept during evacuating and heating, before the mold is moved towards the 

upper mold and fully closed to conduct the pressing.  

 
Figure 6-7: Manual adjustment of the amount of ther mal energy supplied by the IR 

lamps; left: display for lower mold; right: display  for upper mold 

 

Figure 6-8: Toshiba GMP211 compression molding proc ess  
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6.3 Selection of Optical Polymers 

Three different plastic materials were selected for the compression molding 

experiments. Polycarbonate (PC) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) were chosen 

as optical polymers. As third material high-density polyethylene (HDPE) was selected. 

The properties of the selected polymers are presented in the previous chapter 3.2.  

The initial conditions of the materials as well as the chosen parameters for the 

experiments described. Since there was no personal experience with the three 

materials and their press-molding behavior at the beginning of this study, the 

publications [55] and [63] were used as reference for HDPE and PC. 

Four test series were conducted in this study. To distinguish between the test series, 

each sample is described in the following by a number for the conducted test series 

containing a number for the molded sample within the test series. The naming 

convention is described by Figure 6-9. The last two digits describe the microlens 

number on the array. If only a sample within a test series is described, the last two 

digits are replaced by xx. This naming convention is followed throughout this study. 

 

Figure 6-9: Naming convention in this study to desc ribe the test series, a sample 

within a test series or a ML within an array 

6.3.1 High-Density Polyethylene 

High-density polyethylene was used in previous researches conducted at  

Yan Laboratory to press Si-HDPE hybrid lenses [55]. Hence, first reference values for 

the heating temperature and the pressing force were available. The used HDPE 

material is LINKLON HM600A (Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corporation) and was 

supplied in a cylindrical granule form. The grain size is Ø 3 mm x 3.5 mm². Process 

relevant properties are given in Table 6-2. 

TS2no307 

Number of the 
test series 

Sample number in 
a test series 

Microlens number 
in an array 
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Material properties [unit] Value 

Density [g/cm³] 0.955 

Glass transition temperature [°C] 125 

Decomposition temperature [°C] 133 

Refractive Index 1.5 

Table 6-2: Material properties of LINKLON HM600A [3 7] 

A first trial and error test series with the HDPE was chosen for first machine operations 

and to determine the exact mold cavity volume based on the  

\L ]�^�,^_`a = 380.35 mm³ and the density of the LINKLON HM600A. With these two 

values, the theoretical charge mass is calculated in equation (6-3). 

UL_ 
#`,^_`a 0  \L ]�^�,^_`a ∗  (bc.d 0 0.955 P�Uf ∗ 0.38035 �Uf 0 0.363 P (6-3) 

Starting with the calculated charge mass UL_ 
#`,^_`a , the amount of material was 

continuously increased by adding HDPE grains with every process sequence. The 

used process parameters are given in Table 6-3. The temperature was kept stable at 

131 °C as this temperature was found as optimum temperature in previous 

experiments at Yan Laboratory [55]. The compression force was set to 1.0 kN. The 

process times were firstly set to Pt = 350 s and St3 = 20 s but were prolonged during 

carrying out the experiment. In addition, the process times St1 and St2 were set during 

this first test series. The machine opened the mold at a demolding temperature of 80 

°C and the parts were removed at 60 °C. The experimental results for test series 1 are 

described in detail in chapter 7.2. 

Sample 

no. 

Temperature [°C] Compression 

force [kN] 

Process times [s] 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 P1 P2 P3 Pt1 St1 St2 St3 

TS1no1xx  131 131 131 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 350 0 0 20 

TS1no2xx  131 131 131 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 350 0 0 20 
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Sample 

no. 
Temperature [°C]  

Compression 

force [kN]  
Process times [s]  

 T1 T2 T3 T4 P1 P2 P3 Pt1 St1 St2 St3 

TS1no3xx  131 131 131 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 10 10 10 

TS1no4xx  131 131 131 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 20 20 20 

TS1no5xx  131 131 131 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 20 20 20 

TS1no6xx  131 131 131 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 30 20 20 

Table 6-3: Press molding parameters for test series  1 - HDPE 

Six samples were molded in test series 3. The process parameters of test series 3 are 

given in Table 6-4. For the first three samples the heating temperatures were varied in 

a range between 125 °C and 131 °C in order to find out the best heating temperature. 

The heating temperature was then kept stable again at 131 °C and the compression 

force was varied between 0.8 kN and 1.4 kN. The demolding temperature was set for 

all samples to the default demolding temperature of 80 °C and for which good 

experiences were made for HDPE in previous studies. 

Sample 

no. 

Temperature [°C] Compression 

force [kN] 

Process times [s] 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 P1 P2 P3 Pt1 St1 St2 St3 

TS3no1xx  125 125 125 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS3no2xx  128 128 128 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS3no3xx  131 131 131 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS3no4xx  131 131 131 80 0.8 0.8 0.8 410 60 60 20 

TS3no5xx  131 131 131 80 1.2 1.2 1.2 410 60 60 20 

TS3no6xx  131 131 131 80 1.4 1.4 1.4 410 60 60 20 

Table 6-4: Press molding parameters for test series  3 - HDPE 
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6.3.2 Polycarbonate 

The polycarbonate material and the raw form was specified by the research topic. The 

PC was supplied under the supplier by C.I. TAKIRON Corporation in sheet form with a 

size of 10 x 10 mm² and a thickness of � = 2 mm. The most important molding 

properties of the chosen PC are given in Table 6-5. The Japanese data sheet with an 

English translation is attached to the appendix (12). 

Material properties [unit] Value 

Density [g/cm³] 1.2 

Glass transition temperature [°C] 150 

Decomposition temperature [°C] 240 

Linear expansion coefficient [°C -1] 6.5 x 10-5 

Refractive Index 1.587 

Transmission [%] min. 87 (� = 3 mm) 

Table 6-5: Material properties of polycarbonate by C.I. TAKIRON Corporation [76] 

Before test series 2 was conducted, the polycarbonate had to be cut into cylindrical 

sheets of a defined diameter. The material thickness � = 2 mm was given by the raw 

material dimensions. The experimentally determined HDPE mass in test series 1 was 

between 0.442 g and 0.456 g. The mean value of Ubc.d  = 0.449 g is therefore used 

to calculate the diameter of the polycarbonate sheets in the following 

\L ]�^� 0  ijklmnjklm 0  �.oop #�.pqq rstu 0 0.470157 �Uf 0 470.157 UUf       (6-4) 

 

\.,v_``^ 0  wo  T.,v_``^ 2 ∗ �.  (6-5) 

 

T.,v_``^ 0  Yo∗ /lx,yz{{|w ∗ ^lx 0  Yo ∗ o}�.~q} iiu
w ∗ 2 ii 0 17.301 UU  (6-6) 
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From equation (6-6) it can be seen that cylindrical sheets with a diameter of 17.301 mm 

were needed to carry out the press-molding experiments with polycarbonate. The 

sample sheets of the calculated diameter were milled in the KEIO manufacturing center 

as shown inFigure 6-10. The milling was performed on a Makino KE-55 CNC-machine 

(Makino Inc., Japan). The calculated diameter and a roundness tolerance of 0.050 mm 

was achieved. After milling, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned in purified water 

and weighed. The weight of the milled samples varied between 0.548 g and 0.553 g. 

 

Figure 6-10: Preparation of cylindrical polycarbona te sheets; left: milling of samples; 

right: Diameter measurement using a micrometer 

Six samples were molded in test series 2. The process parameters of test series 2 are 

given in Table 6-6. Like for the HDPE press-molding experiments, the heating 

temperature was varied for the first three samples applying the compression force 

steadily at 1.0 kN. In [63], the best heating temperature for embossing PC was found 

to be 182 °C. This temperature was used as reference value for sample TS2no2xx. In 

the following, the heating temperature was then kept at 182 °C and the compression 

force was varied between 0.8 kN and 1.4 kN. The demolding temperature was set for 

all samples to the default demolding temperature of 80 °C. 

Sample 

no. 

Temperature [°C] Compression 

force [kN] 

Process times [s] 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 P1 P2 P3 Pt1 St1 St2 St3 

TS2no1xx  175 175 175 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS2no2xx  182 182 182 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 
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Sample 

no. 
Temperature [°C]  

Compression 

force [kN]  
Process times [s]  

 T1 T2 T3 T4 P1 P2 P3 Pt1 St1 St2 St3 

TS2no3xx  189 189 189 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS2no4xx  182 182 182 80 0.8 0.8 0.8 410 60 60 20 

TS2no5xx  182 182 182 80 1.2 1.2 1.2 410 60 60 20 

TS2no6xx  182 182 182 80 1.4 1.4 1.4 410 60 60 20 

Table 6-6: Press molding parameters for test series  2 – Polycarbonate 

6.3.3 PMMA 

PMMA was chosen as third test material for the press-molding experiments. Extruded 

PMMA sheets of a size of 10 x 10 mm² and a thickness of � = 2 mm were supplied 

under the brand name COMOGLAS™ by Kuraray Co., Ltd. The most important 

molding properties of COMOGLAS™ are given in Table 6-7. The Japanese data sheet 

with an English translation is attached to the appendix.  

Material properties [unit] Value 

Density [g/cm³] 1.19 

Glass transition temperature [°C] 110 

Decomposition temperature [°C] 220 

Linear expansion coefficient [°C -1] 7 x 10-5 

Refractive Index 1.49 

Transmission [%] 93 

Table 6-7: Material properties of COMOGLAS™ [77–79]  

The cylindrical PMMA sheets had to be cut out of a supplied material as previously 

done for the polycarbonate. As PMMA can be laser cut, this process was chosen due 

to its ease of use and its very short process time. The cutting was performed on a laser 
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engraver Speedy 300 (Trotec Laser GmbH, Austria). The cutting parameters were 

predefined by the machine software for the type and thickness of the material. The 

diameter of the PMMA sheets was set to the same size as the polycarbonate sheets. 

However, the achieved diameter of the 20 samples was Ø = 17.214 mm with a 

roundness of 0.100 mm. In addition, it was observed that the material was heated up 

by the laser’s heat input into the working table. Thus, in all PMMA samples the 

honeycomb structure of the working table was found to be locally replicated with void 

formation around the marks. The laser cutting and a microscope image of the laser cut 

PMMA sheet is shown in Figure 6-11. 

 

Figure 6-11: Preparation of cylindrical PMMA sheets ; left: laser cutting; right: image of 

marks and void formation caused by heat input of th e laser machine on the substrate 

(100x-magnification)   

Six samples were molded in test series 4. The process parameters of test series 4 are 

given in Table 6-8. The heating temperature was varied for the first three samples 

applying the compression force steadily at 1.0 kN. The glass transition temperature of 

PMMA varies in a wider temperature range compared to HDPE and PC as it can be 

seen in Table 3-1. Since no paper in which a PMMA with the glass transition 

temperature of COMOGLAS™ was found during the paper review, the heating 

temperature was firstly varied between 130 °C, 140 ° and 150 °C.  In the following, the 

heating temperature was then kept at 182 °C and the compression force was varied 

between 0.8 kN and 1.4 kN. The demolding temperature was set for all samples to the 

default demolding temperature of 80 °C. 
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Sample 

no. 

Temperature [°C] Compression 

force [kN] 

Process times [s] 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 P1 P2 P3 Pt1 St1 St2 St3 

TS4no1xx  130 130 130 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS4no2xx  140 140 140 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS4no3xx  150 150 150 80 1.0 1.0 1.0 410 60 60 20 

TS4no4xx  140 140 140 80 0.8 0.8 0.8 410 60 60 20 

TS4no5xx  140 140 140 80 1.2 1.2 1.2 410 60 60 20 

TS4no6xx  140 140 140 80 1.4 1.4 1.4 410 60 60 20 

Table 6-8: Press molding parameters for test series  4 – PMMA 
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6.4 Measuring Equipment 

A full evaluation of the MLA fabrication process by means of compression molding can 

only be done, if all process relevant parameters and the dimensions of both the optical 

mold dimensions and the replicated lenses are known. In this study all ML properties 

were measured with contactless, optical measurement techniques. It must be 

mentioned that the measurement of transparent, micro structured objects is generally 

challenging to obtain with light-based measuring devices as the focus point is hard to 

spot [80]. An overview of the measured dimensions and the measuring machines is 

given in Table 6-9. A balance was used to weigh the amount of needed material for 

one compression molding sequence. 

ML Properties Dimension Measuring machine 

Geometrical ML lens diameter  
Scanning probe microscope 

OLYMPUS OLS4100 

 
Sag height based on cross-

sectional lens profile 

Optical non-contact profilometer 

MITAKA NH-3SP 

 Surface roughness Ra, Rq 

Scanning probe microscope 

OLYMPUS OLS4100 /  

Optical non-contact profilometer 

MITAKA MLP-3 

 
Form accuracy based on cross-

sectional lens profile 

Optical non-contact profilometer 

MITAKA NH-3SP 

Table 6-9: Measuring machines used to measure the m old and microlens arrays 

6.4.1 Balance SHIMADZU TW323N 

A Shimadzu TW323N balance measures weight in a range from minimum 0.02 g up to 

maximum 320 g in steps of 0.001 g. It was deployed to determine the amount of 

material required for one press-molding sequence.  Its accuracy is ± 0.002 g. 

6.4.2 Scanning Probe Microscope OLYMPUS OLS4100 

The Olympus OLS4100, shown in Figure 6-12, is a scanning probe microscope (SPM). 

It was used to measure the ML diameter 2a and the surface roughness both of the 

mold and of the replicated MLA. With a stage of 100 x 100 mm in X- and Y-direction 
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and a Z focusing unit stroke of 10 mm, all provided samples in this study could be 

measured.  

The movement resolution in Z is 10 nm. As a light source either a white LED or a  

405 nm laser can be chosen. Three magnifications were used for the measurement to 

be carried out in this study. The provided sample were inspected visually with the 5x- 

and the 10x-magnification. The 10x magnification (NA = 0.30, WD = 11.00 mm) was 

used in the following to measure the ML diameters. The line surface roughness was 

measured with the 50x- and 100x-magnification (both NA = 0.95, WD = 0.35 mm). It 

must be said that the measured surface roughness strongly depends on the set 

measuring boundaries. 

To receive meaningful and comparable results, the line surface roughness 

measurements in this study were carried out according to instructions given in the 

standard ISO 4288 [81]. Five line surface roughness measurements per microlens 

were carried out over a sampling length 	
. It was measured perpendicular to the tool 

marks. The length of 	
 was determined by an assumed value for the �&U surface 

roughness for periodic profiles or the �  surface roughness for aperiodic profiles. Each 

measured surface profile was filtered with a cut-off wavelength ' equal to the chosen 

sampling length [82]. The microlens curvature was mathematically removed. Finally, 

the mean �  and �! values of the five measurements were calculated as these were 

identified in chapter 2.2 as the most crucial surface parameters to determine and 

compare a lens surface quality. 

 

Figure 6-12: Olympus OLS4100 
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6.4.3 Digital Microscope KEYENCE VH-Z100UR 

A Keyence VH-Z100UR digital microscope was selected beside the 

Olympus OLS4100 for the visual inspection of the molded parts as it provides an easy 

adjustment of the magnification. Magnifications in a range from 100x up to 1000x can 

be achieved. The working distance (WD) is 25 mm. 

6.4.4 Laser Probe 3D Measuring Instrument MITAKA Se ries 

Two laser probe 3D measuring devices by Mitaka Kohki Co., Ltd. were employed in 

this study. Both instruments are shown in Figure 6-13. The MITAKA NH-3SP provided 

by the Yan Laboratory was taken to measure the sag heights of the press-molded lens. 

The surface roughness measurements were partially conducted with the MITAKA 

MLP-3 available at the IFM. 

  

Figure 6-13: Laser probe 3D measuring instrument [8 3]; left: MITAKA NH-3SP; right: 

MITAKA MLP-3 

The MITAKA NH-3SP is an optical non-contact profilometer to measure lens profiles, 

optical molds and other optical microstructures both in two or three dimensions.  

The possible measuring range in the x- and y-direction is 150 mm with a scale 

resolution of 0.01 µm. The measuring range in the z-direction is maximum 10 mm with 

a scale resolution of 0.001 μm.  

The MITAKA NH-3SP is equipped with each a 10x-, 50x- und 100x-magnification 

objective. The 10x-magnification was used to align the ML substrate in x- and 

y-direction. The 100x-magnification objective (NA = 0.70, WD = 6.5 mm) was used for 
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cross-sectional profile measurements of the mold and the polyethylene along the x-

axis. The 50x-magnification objective (NA = 0.55, WD = 10.1) was used to measure 

the PC and PMMA samples. Before each measurement was started, several settings 

had to be defined as it can be seen in Figure 6-14. The machine was adjusted to align 

itself to the ML center by measuring the change of lens height over a pre-defined 

distance with a pre-defined measurement pitch of 1 µm in the positive and negative x- 

and y-direction. With finishing a measurement, the lens profile is displayed in the 

machine software, in which several adjustments like tilt compensation or a cut-off 

filtering of the profile could be carried out.  

 

Figure 6-14: MITAKA NH-3SP Lens measuring settings 

The operating principle and the handling of the MITAKA-MLP3 is identical to 

MITAKA NH-3SP. The measuring range in X and Y is 120 mm and in Z 130 mm. The 

scale resolution is 0.1 µm in all directions. The MLP3 is equipped with a 5x- and a 

100x-magnification objective (NA = 0.15, WD = 20 mm and NA = 0.80, WD = 20 mm). 

After having conducted one measurement, the measured data are loaded into the 

Mitaka Map software in which different calculations can be carried out.  

Measuring pitch 

Measuring length 

Autofocus gain 
(Default value = 6) 

Z-axis magnification 

Stage speed 
(high/low) 

Measurement 
direction  

Centering  

Centering settings 

Autofocus selection 
(wide/narrow) 
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6.4.5 Scanning Electron Microscope 

An Inspect™ scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI Company, USA) was used in 

this study to take the large-area images of the microlens array. As the press-molding 

materials were polymers, the samples were coated with an osmium layer of 7 nm by 

using chemical vapor deposition (HPC-20, Vacuum Device Co., Ltd., Japan).  

6.5 Experimental Documentation 

The conditions and the used process parameters were documented in an experiment 

documentation sheet. The documentation sheets for the test series 2,3 and 4 are 

attached in the appendix (16) - (33). 

MATLAB was used to evaluate and to plot the measured microlens profiles. The 

measured data were loaded into MATLAB in which a tilt compensation of the lens 

profiles was carried out by using the MATLAB polynomial curve fitting function polyfit. 

A falsification of the measurement results due to an incomplete flatness of the tool and 

the pressed substrates could thus be minimized. 
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7 Experimental Results and Discussion 

In the following the experimental results for the obtained design of experiments of this 

study are presented and discussed.  

As the replicated lens quality is dependent on the mold microstructure, the 

microstructure in the mold was measured after the diamond cutting. The measured 

values were evaluated by comparing them with the theoretical lens profile. Based on 

this comparison, the expected quality of the molded MLA can be determined. In this 

regard, each microlens profile in a molded array can be compared with the respective 

mold profile to evaluate the effect of the press-molding parameters on the replication 

quality.  

7.1 Mold Dimensions Before Compression Molding 

The ultra-precision cutting microlens array is shown in Figure 7-1. After machining, the 

microlens structure in the mold was measured. The ML diameter 2�, the sag height ℎ 

and the lens profile including its form accuracy of each lens was measured to have 

comparable values for the later replicated lens profiles. The surface roughness was 

measured for five microlenses.  

 

Figure 7-1: Ultra-precision machined microlens arra y 
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A first observation of the lens appearance was done with the Olympus OLS4100 before 

the lens dimensions were measured. The cut ML01, ML08, ML12 and ML13 are shown 

in Figure 7-2. In the following, the diameters of all 25 microlenses were measured.  

The measured best fit diameter was 1000.00 µm (ML12). The measured minimum and 

maximum diameters were 999.72 µm (ML15) and 1000.62 µm (ML05). The mean 

diameter was calculated to 1000.16 µm. All collected diameters are frequency 

distributed in Figure 7-3, which shows an even distribution of the measured values over 

the entire value range.  

 

Figure 7-2: Mold microlenses at 10x magnification; upper left: ML01; upper right: 

ML08; lower left: ML12; lower right: ML13 

ML01 

ML12 ML13 

ML08 
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Figure 7-3: Frequency distributed microlens diamete rs in the mold 

The cross-sectional profiles along the x-axis of each lens were measured with the  

MITAKA NH-3SP. The exact center point of each lens was respectively calculated by 

three calibration measurements in the x- and y-direction over a distance of 200 µm and 

a measuring pitch of 1 µm. The microlenses were then measured in the x-direction 

from the determined center over a range of -650 µm to 650 µm. The measurement 

pitch was set to 0.25 µm resulting in a total of 5201 measured points. The measured 

profiles were filtered afterwards with a cut-off wavelength of ' = 0.08 mm in the 

instrument's software. As previously mentioned in chapter 6.5, MATLAB was used to 

determine the depths of the ML which represent the sag heights of the replicated ML. 

4483 points in total were measured, which is equivalent to a measured length of 

1120.75 µm. The first and last 75 points measured of this length were fitted by a linear 

regression. The measured mold profile was then fully tilt compensated by rotating all 

measured profile points by the angle between the horizontal axis and the created order 

fit. After that the measured profiles were set into comparison to the calculated lens 

profile from equation (6-1). The best approximation to the calculated height is shown 

by ML17 with a depth of 22.779 µm. ML01 showed the smallest value with 22.260 µm, 

whereas ML24 was the deepest with 22.890 µm. The profiles of ML01, ML17 and ML24 

are compared to the theoretical lens profile in Figure 7-4.  
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Figure 7-4: Comparison of microlens hole profiles w ith the theoretical lens profile 

The form error was analyzed for the measured microlens profiles along the x-axis. 

Using the Mitaka, the form error was each wise calculated for the ML diameter range 

from -0.5 – 0.5 mm and the radius of curvature. The maximum PV form error was found 

for ML 02, the minimum PV form error was found for ML 12. The form error increased 

from the ML in the array center to the outer edge of the microlenses. The form error 

profiles are plotted in Table 7-1.  

 

ML 02 

RMS form 

error [µm] 

PV form 

error [µm] 

0.228 1.611 
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ML 12 

RMS form 

error [µm] 

PV form 

error [µm] 

0.047 0.536 

Table 7-1: RMS and PV form error of ML hole 2 and 1 2 

The line surface roughness was measured following the steps in [81] as mentioned in 

chapter 6.4.2. As the ML microstructure was diamond cut, a periodic surface 

topography with the smallest mean groove spacing �&U ≤ 0.04 mm was assumed. 

For �&U ≤ 0.04, the sampling length 	
 and the cut-off wavelength ' was set to 

0.08 mm. The surface roughness of ML 01 – 05 was measured five times.  

The mean �  and �! values of the 5 measurements are given in Table 7-2. From these 

values, the mean surface roughness for the mold microstructure was calculated to be 

�  = 18.2 nm and �! = 25.8 nm. The surface roughness values of the measured  

ML showed a good homogeneity, for which reason it was decided to reduce the 

roughness measurements to three ML distributed over the array for the later molded 

microlens arrays. 

 ML01 ML02 ML03 ML04 ML05 

�� [nm] 17 19 17 19 19 

�� [nm] 24 28 23 27 27 

Table 7-2: Ra and Rq surface roughness values of th e mold microlenses 
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However, as it can be seen in Figure 7-5, occasional material imperfections were found 

in the microlens holes, which were suspected to be replicated in the molded microlens 

arrays. The microfractures may be caused by inhomogeneous material and by too high 

cutting forces during ultra-precision machining of the micro structure. 

 
Figure 7-5: Surface roughness measurement perpendic ular to cutting tool marks; left: 

ML hole 01; right: ML03 

To reduce the surface roughness and thus to decrease frictional forces between the 

mold and the charge material, the lower mold part 3 was polished as it can be seen in 

Figure 7-6. The achieved surface roughness �� was 17 nm. 

 

Figure 7-6: Polished lower mold part 3 

ML01 ML03 
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It can be concluded that the cutting results of the mold were sufficient for the planned 

compression molding experiments. The ML diameters and sag height showed a 

sufficient uniformity throughout the entire array. Nevertheless, a surface roughness �� 

of 19 nm is high for an optical mold as surface roughness �� ≤ 10 nm are normally 

achieved by diamond cutting and required for optical applications. Considering the 

Rayleigh and Maréchal criterion for the form error, the measured form error values are 

too high for visible light, but sufficient for wavelengths in the IR range from 8 – 14 µm.  

An improvement of the MLA quality, especially of the surface roughness and form error 

is expected by using a tool with a smaller tool nose radius, and by lowering the feed 

rate.  

Since the above outlined ML represent the minimum, mean and maximum 

measurement results in terms of dimensions, form error and surface roughness,  

it was decided to compare the press-molded MLA from the upcoming test series 2 – 4 

with the measured mold dimensions by means of  

• the microlens diameter of ML05, ML12, ML15 including the microlens diameter of 

ML01, ML17, ML24 

• the sag heights of ML01, ML17, ML24 

• the PV form error of ML02, ML12 

• the line surface roughness of ML01, ML17, ML24. 
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7.2 Compression Molding of Test Series 1 – HDPE 

Test series 1 was carried out in trial and error to determine the needed amount of 

material to fill the mold cavity. Starting with a charge mass 0.361 g calculated in 

equation (6-3), the charge mass was increased for every sample until the cavity was 

completely filled. The process parameters were set according to Table 6-3. The 

weighted amount of HDPE used for every sample is given in Table 7-3.  

 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 Sampl e 6 

Charge 

mass [g] 
0.361 0.411 0.411 0.421 0.442 0.456 

Table 7-3: Used charge mass of every sample in test  series 1 - HDPE 

From sample 1 until sample 5 an incomplete filling of the cavity was observed after 

press-molding, hence the samples were porous. In addition, the material was not 

melted completely for sample 1 and sample 2 resulting in clearly visible weld lines 

between the single grains after pressing. For this reason, the time parameters St1 and 

St2 were set for the upcoming samples in order to increase the time for the heat 

conduction from the outer mold surface to the material inside and thus, to plasticize 

the material more effectively. However, the same charge mass as for sample 2 was 

used again to mold sample 3, since the molding process of sample 2 stopped during 

the cooling phase due to a lack of argon gas. St1 and St2 were increased until a far-

reaching fusion of the grains was detected. From sample 5 to sample 6 it was seen 

that too much material was employed. The excess material was pressed into the 

guidance gaps between lmp 2 and lmp 3 and between the upper and the lower mold, 

forming a polymer flash around the MLA edge as shown in Figure 7-7.  

 

Figure 7-7: Polymer flash caused by excess material   

Polymer flash  
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The test series showed that finding the needed amount of material to fill a cavity is 

difficult but needed to assure the quality of the molded parts. The needed charge mass 

of HDPE was between 0.442 g and 0.456 g, which was a difference of one HDPE grain. 

In result, the exact cavity volume laid between 0.462 cm³ and 0.478 cm³.  

In addition, it was observed that the incremental heat supply has to be adjusted 

carefully. Heat inputs over 10 % and a too late reduction down to 0 % of the incremental 

heat supply before the heating temperature was reached led to a too fast and unstable 

increase of the mold temperature. In result, the charge mass was either not completely 

melted or an increase of the heating temperature while the pressing step has already 

been initialized was sensed by the thermocouples. These effects could be explained 

by the two following reasons. For the used compression press Toshiba GMP211, the 

heating temperature is not directly measured inside the mold cavity but at the outer 

mold surface as it can be seen in Figure 6-6. Since the pressing step is initialized at 

the GMP211 when the thermocouples measure the set heating temperature, it could 

occur that the mold cavity is not yet fully heated up when the pressing is started due 

to the needed time for the heat transfer from the outer mold surface to the cavity. 

Secondly, a too fast increase in the incremental heating led only to an early recognition 

of the set temperature by the thermocouples, but the heat energy was insufficiently 

transferred to the mold cavity. These effects could be prevented by a reduction of the 

heat input for both molds down to incremental values ≤ 10 % at a temperature of 20 

°C below the set heating temperature. Following this procedure, an unstable 

overheating of the mold could be prevented.  
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7.3 Compression Molding of Test Series 3 – HDPE 

The measurement results of test series 3 are presented in this chapter. A SEM picture 

of one of the molded HDPE MLA is shown in Figure 7-8. Due to organizational reasons, 

test series 3 was performed before test series 2.  

 
Figure 7-8: Compression molded HDPE microlens array  

On basis of the results for the needed charge mass in chapter 7.2, a HDPE grain was 

split for each molded sample. Nevertheless, the charge masses varied still between 

0.445 g and 0.448 g as it was difficult to cut the grains in steps of 1 mg.  

No clear burrs were detected for 0.446 g, for which reason this mass can be defined 

as the needed amount of HDPE material to fill the mold cavity. 

The microlens diameters of ML1, ML5, ML12, ML15, ML17 and ML24 were measured 

for all samples. The measured values are set into comparison with the measured mold 

diameters in Table 7-4. To determine the difference in the sag height between the mold 

and the replicated HDPE microlenses, the 2D profiles of ML1, ML17 and ML24 were 

measured along the x-axis of each sample. The settings for the profile measurements 

were equal to the setting used for the microlens hole measurements of the mold, 

presented in chapter 7.1, but the centering was only carried out two times. The 

comparison of the measured profiles and sag heights is summarized in the following 

tables 7-4 to Table 7-10. Table 7-11 contains the measured PV form errors of test 

series 3.  

ML13 

HDPE grain weld lines 
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For the line surface roughness measurement, a surface roughness of �  ≤ 0.02 µm 

was assumed as previously done for the mold. The first measurement was therefore 

done over a sampling length 	
 = 0.08 mm by filtering the measured surface profile with 

a cut-off wavelength of 'L  = 0.08 mm. First measurements showed a line roughness of 

�  ≥ 0.02 nm, which is why the measurement parameters had to be increased 

according to [81] to 	
 = 0.250 mm and 'L  = 0.250 mm.  

The 50x-magnification objective had to be used as the sampling length could not be 

covered with the 100x-magnification. The set step height was 0.010 µm. 

 Microlens diameter 2a [µm] 

 ML01 ML05 ML12 ML15 ML17 ML24 

Mold 1000.12 1000.62 1000.00 999.72 1000.34 1000.37 

TS3no1xx 975.03 966.64 975.27 971.75 969.545 981.23 

TS3no2xx 976.29 975.28 974.26 976.22 974.75 983.48 

TS3no3xx 981.02 978.14 978.42 973.97 982.35 981.85 

TS3no4xx 970.24 961.50 964.80 962.15 967.80 971.47 

TS3no5xx 973.10 973.90 972.38 972.57 977.83 973.96 

TS3no6xx 965.31 971.11 970.91 976.92 973.95 981.42 

Table 7-4: Microlens diameters of test series 3 
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 1 22.156 22.821 22.195 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.104 -0.042 0.695 

Table 7-5: Microlens sag height of TS3no1xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 2 22.419 21.864 22.643 

Difference in 

sag height 
-0.159 0.915 0.247 

Table 7-6: Microlens sag height of TS3no2xx  
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 3 21.840 21.695 22.499 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.420 1.084 0.391 

Table 7-7: Microlens sag height of TS3no3xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 4 22.492 21.290 21.366 

Difference in 

sag height 
-0.232 1.489 1.524 

Table 7-8: Microlens sag height of TS3no4xx 
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 5 21.475 22.860 23.188 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.785 -0,081 -0.298 

Table 7-9: Microlens sag height of TS3no5xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 6 22.501 22.349 22.028 

Difference in 

sag height 
-0.241 0.430 0.862 

Table 7-10: Microlens sag height of TS3no6xx  
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 PV form error [µm] 

 TS3no1xx Ts3no2xx TS3no3xx TS3no4xx TS3no5xx TS3no 6xx 

ML02 2.074 3.337 1.633 2.383 2.316 2.333 

ML12 2.258 1.701 1.480 1.761 1.297 1.755 

Table 7-11: PV form error results of test series 3 

 

Figure 7-9: Surface roughness Ra of the press-molde d samples in test series 3 

 

Figure 7-10: Surface roughness Rq of the press-mold ed samples in test series 3  
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During the measurements with the OLYMPUS OLS4100, small brass particles were 

found in the replicated MLA parts. As it can be seen in Figure 7-11, the particles were 

deposited sporadically in the lens geometry. It is assumed that frictional force between 

the melt polymer and the mold caused the abrasion of the found particles, which were 

then distributed in the samples by the polymer flow. 

 

Figure 7-11: Brass particle found in TS3no405 

The results of this test series are discussed in the following. Table 7-4 indicates that 

the measured ML diameters range from 961.50 µm to 983.48 µm. In result, the 

shrinkage in the lens diameter was smaller than 4 % compared to mold for all 

measured microlenses. The diameter measurement with the Olympus OLS4100 is 

very subjective. A clear correlation between the varied HDPE press-molding 

parameters and the measured diameters cannot be seen for single microlenses as the 

measured minimum and maximum diameter values are distributed over all molded 

samples. However, when the mean diameter values of all microlenses on an array are 

compared, an increase in the mean can be found with increasing the heating 

temperature. The mean diameter was 973.24 µm for a heating temperature of 125 °C 

(TS3no1xx), 976.71 µm for 128 °C (TS3no2xx) and 979.29 µm for 131 °C (TS3no3xx). 

The latter sample also showed the highest mean lens diameter regarding the varied 

compression forces. 
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A defined correlation was also not determined for the sag heights when the individual 

microlenses were compared for different parameters. The overall shrinkage in the sag 

height was less than 5 %. For some microlenses a higher sag height than the sag 

height of the corresponding lens in the mold was measured. This could be explained 

by uncertainties in the measurement, for example by the alignment of the MLA in the 

Mitaka NH-3SP, as well as in the data preparation in MATLAB. The unstable results 

for the measured lens diameter and the sag height could be explained with the heating 

process of the Toshiba GMP211 compression press. In this respect and taking the 

temperature sensor accuracy of ± 1 °C into account, an experimental heating 

temperature difference of 3 °C from sample to sample is relatively small.  

As introduced in chapter 2.2, the form error of a lens can be evaluated by the Rayleigh 

criterion. HDPE was considered in this study for its optical properties in the thermal IR 

range from 8 µm – 14 µm. Thus, the PV form error should be less than 2 µm for a 

wavelength of ' = 8 µm and less than 3.5 µm for ' = 14 µm. For ML02, the Rayleigh 

criterion for the thermal IR wavelength range was fulfilled for a compression force of 

1.0 kN (TS3no3xx) as the form error was smaller than 2 µm. The Rayleigh criterion 

was fulfilled for all measured ML12 except TS3no1xx. Furthermore, a reduction of the 

form error both of ML02 and ML12 was observed at higher temperatures as it was also 

shown for the Si-HDPE Fresnel lens press-molded at the Yan Laboratoy [55]. The best 

form deviation results were achieved for ML02 at 131 °C and a pressing force of 1.0 kN 

and for ML12 at a pressing force of 1.2 kN. The highest form error results were found 

for the lowest compression force of 0.8 kN (ML02) and for the lowest heating 

temperature (ML12). In accordance with the observations made in [10] and shown in  

Figure 5-2, it can be concluded that a too low compression force compensates 

shrinking effects insufficiently, especially during the cooling phase and a deterioration 

of the profile occurs. 

The measured surfaces roughness values are plotted in Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10. 

The lowest �  and �! roughness were achieved for TS3no2xx and TS3no3xx.  

A reduction of the roughness values was observed in general for increasing heating 

temperatures. This might be caused by the lowered viscosity of the melted polymer at 

higher temperatures and thus, by limited frictional forces between the brass material 

and the HDPE.  Similar to the form error results, the highest surface roughness was 
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measured for a compression force of 0.8 kN. This could be explained by an uncomplete 

filling of the micro cavities. The �! surface roughness was measured to evaluate the 

scattering proneness of the MLA. The scattering of light was introduced in chapter 2.2 

by equation (2-2). Total integrated scattering of an optical surface is desired to be as 

small as possible but should not exceed 2 % of the incident light. To cover the entire 

wavelength range from ' = 8 µm to ' = 14 µm, the �! surface roughness should be 

smaller 90 nm. In this regard, all samples except sample TS3no4xx are within the TIS 

tolerance of 2 %. 

The brass particles, found in the replicated MLA samples, could be explained by a non-

sufficient cleaning of the mold after the MLA diamond cutting and by to high frictional 

forces between the mold material and the HDPE during pressing.  

7.4 Compression Molding of Test Series 2 - Polycarb onate 

The measurement results of test series 2 are presented in this chapter. A SEM picture 

of a press-molded PC sample is given in Figure 7-13. 

As previously observed in test series 1, the manual adjustment of the heating 

temperature had to be obtained carefully as a two late decrease or a decrease in too 

small incremental steps lead to unstable temperature conditions during pressing. 

To determine the effect of the manual heat input on the melting behavior of the PC 

plate material, a pre-series of 5 samples was molded before test series 2 was started. 

Using the experimental parameters of TS2no2xx, the incremental heat supply was 

reduced to ≤ 5 % from a heating temperature of 170 °C downwards to 150 °C. For a 

too fast reduction of the heat supply at a temperature of 170 °C, gas trapping was 

clearly visible with the naked eye. The created voids are shown in Figure 7-12. For a 

heat supply reduced down to 2 % at a temperature of 150 °C, gas trapping was not 

clearly visible anymore. For this reason, test series 2 was carried out by setting the 

heat input down to 2 % from a temperature of 150 °C.  

The pressed samples were inspected using the Keyence VH-Z100UR digital 

microscope. Micro gas trappings, creating flow lines, were found at the microlens 
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boundaries in TS2no1xx. As it can be seen in Figure 7-14, the flow lines were 

diminished with increasing the temperature from TS2no1xx to TS2no3xx. 

 
Figure 7-12: Air trapping in a press-molded PC samp le 

 

Figure 7-13: SEM picture of a compression molded po lycarbonate MLA 

ML 

Air trap 
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Figure 7-14: Flow lines with entrapped gas (900x-ma gnification) 

The MLA TS2no1xx, TS2no2xx and TS2no5xx stuck to the mold after demolding. The 

part sticking effect is shown in Figure 7-15. Following the procedure in [63] in order to 

prevent a damage of the MLA, it was waited until the mold and the MLA attached were 

cooled down to temperatures lower 30 °C before the MLA was taken out.  

 

Figure 7-15: PC sample sticking to the mold after d emolding 

TS2no121 TS2no221 

TS2no321 TS2no624 
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The measurement of the transparent samples was difficult to obtain with the light-

based measuring devices as they struggled to find a focus point. The measurement of 

the diameter was conducted as planned with the Olympus OLS4100 at the  

10x- magnifications. The lens diameter results are given in Table 7-12. For 

magnifications higher 10 it was seen that the focus drifted away. A line surface 

roughness measurement as conducted for the mold and test series 3 was therefore 

not possible. Also for the Mitaka NH3-SP, it was hard to find the focus point. To 

measure the sag height and the form error of the samples, the 50x-magnification 

objective was used, since for a higher magnification the drift of the focus point was too 

high and the measurements were non-reproducible. The measurement was conducted 

over a length of 650 µm in both x-directions with a pitch of 1 µm. The autofocus sensor 

mode was set to use a narrow area for a more precise measurement. The autofocus 

speed and stage speed were set to the “low mode”. The measured sag heights are 

given from Table 7-13 to Table 7-18. The line surface measurements were conducted 

at the IFM in Stuttgart. The cross-sectional profiles were measured along the x-axis 

with the Mitaka MLP-3. The surface roughness was calculated in the Mitaka Map 

software for a cut-off wavelength and sampling length of 0.250 mm. The results are 

visualized in Figure 7-17 and Figure 7-18. 

 Microlens diameter 2a [µm] 

 ML01 ML05 ML12 ML15 ML17 ML24 

Mold 1000.12 1000.62 1000.00 999.72 1000.34 1000.37 

TS2no1xx 975.03 968.64 975.26 971.74 969.53 981.22 

TS2no2xx 976.29 975.27 974.25 976.11 974.74 983.48 

TS2no3xx 981.01 978.14 978.42 973.96 982.34 981.85 

TS2no4xx 970.23 961.49 964.80 962.14 967.79 971.46 

TS2no5xx 973.09 973.89 972.37 972.56 977.82 973.95 

TS2no6xx 965.31 971.10 970.90 976.92 973.94 981.41 

Table 7-12: Microlens diameters of test series 2 
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 1 21.702 22.219 22.775 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.558 0.560 0.115 

Table 7-13: Microlens sag height of TS2no1xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 2 21.910 22.530 22.449 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.350 0.249 0.449 

Table 7-14: Microlens sag height of TS2no2xx 
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 3 22.342 22.591 22.785 

Difference in 

sag height 
-0.082 0.188 0.105 

Table 7-15: Microlens sag height of TS2no3xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24 

 

 Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 4 21.712 22.380 22.361 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.548 0.399 0.530 

Table 7-16: Microlens sag height of TS2no4xx  
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 5 21.982 22.649 22.736 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.278 0.130 0.154 

Table 7-17: Microlens sag height of TS2no5xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 6 22.515 22.590 22.300 

Difference in 

sag height 
-0.255 0.189 0.590 

Table 7-18: Microlens sag height of TS2no6xx  
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 PV form error [µm] 

 TS2no1xx Ts2no2xx TS2no3xx TS2no4xx TS2no5xx TS2no6 xx 

ML02 1.675 1.643 1.590 1.690 1.659 1.438 

ML12 1.026 0.782 1.904 1.458 0.808 1.093 

Table 7-19: PV form error results of TS2noxx 

 

Figure 7-16: Form error of test series 2 left: TS2n o202; TS2no212 

 

Figure 7-17: Surface roughness Ra of the press-mold ed samples in test series 2 
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Figure 7-18: Surface roughness Rq of the press-mold ed samples in test series 2 

The results of this test series are discussed in the following. In comparison to the used 

granule material in the previous test series, the use of plate material was 

advantageous. While weld lines from the melting grains were still present in the HDPE 

samples after molding (Figure 7-8), such effects did not occur within this test series.  

Micro gas traps in form of flow lines were presented in Figure 7-14 for the heating 

temperatures 175 °C, 182 °C and 189 °C. With increasing the heating temperature, the 

gas traps were reduced for the plano-convex lens shape, which is in accordance with 

the results made in [84]. It is assumed that present gas inside the cavity is better 

displaced with increased heating temperature due to better flow characteristics of the 

polymer. However, micro gas voids are still present at the highest temperature and for 

a compression force of 1.4 kN (TS2no624 in Figure 7-14). The influence of these micro 

voids on the optical performance should be determined by optical measurements, for 

example wave aberration measurements with a Mach-Zehnder-interferometer or 

imaging performance tests. In addition, a further diminishing of gas trapping could be 

accomplished by the use of an evacuating tool to create a vacuum inside the process 

chamber. 
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The variation of the lens diameters for the press-molding parameters is given in Table 

7-12. The diameters range from 961.49 µm to 983.48 µm. The overall shrinkage in the 

lens diameter is smaller than 4 % compared to the mold. Comparing the results for the 

varied heating temperatures, higher ML diameters can be observed for higher press 

molding temperatures. Exemplarily shown for ML17, the lens diameter was 969.53 µm, 

974.74 µm and 982.74 µm respectively for 175 °C, 182 °C and 189 °C. Thus,  

the material shrinkage was lowered with increasing the heating temperature, which is 

similar to the HDPE pressing results. The ML diameters for a pressing force of 0.8 kN 

were the smallest which could be explainable with an incomplete filling of the mold 

microstructures. For the samples TS2no2xx, TS2no5xx and TS2no6xx a correlation 

between the ML diameter and the compression force cannot be seen for individual 

lenses. Inaccuracies in the measurement results could also be due to the subjectivity 

of the measurement method. 

In difference to the HDPE test series, a correlation between the pressing parameters 

and the lens sag height results was observed. The difference in the sag height was 

less than 1 µm for all measured ML. The overall shrinkage was smaller than 3 %. Equal 

to the results for the lens diameters, the shrinkage in the sag height was prevented 

with increasing the heating temperature. The difference in the sag height for ML17 

molded at 175 °C was 0.560 µm, while it was only 0.118 µm at 189 °C. A reduction of 

the sag height difference and thus of the shrinkage is also seen when the compression 

force is increased from 0.8 kN up to 1.2 kN. The smallest sag heights and therefore 

the highest shrinkage was found for the compression force of 0.8 kN. Comparing the 

sag heights of ML01, the sag height difference was 0.548 µm for 0.8 kN, decreasing 

to 0.350 µm for 1.0 kN and down to 0.278 kN for 1.2 kN. For 1.4 kN, the sag height 

difference was increased again for ML17 and ML24. Due to the waviness of the lens 

profiles, shown in Table 7-18, a destruction of the profile burst by overpressing could 

have occurred. On the other side, this explanation is not consistent with the measured 

form errors of the samples press-molded with the same compression force.   

The decrease in the sag height difference for higher compression forces is in 

accordance with the results presented in the publication [63], which was used as a 

reference for the polycarbonate design of experiments. The improvement of the sag 

height at higher pressing forces might be due to a better displacement and hence a 

better filling of the microcavities. Since the pressing force was kept during cooling, it is 
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secondly assumed that higher pressing forces have a positive influence on the 

shrinkage as long as the compressive strength of the polymer is not exceeded. 

To corroborate these two statements, the form error values should be considered here, 

too. Comparing all measured values in Table 7-19  with each other, the form errors of 

TS2no2xx showed the best results. Its form deviation over the lens diameter is plotted 

in Figure 7-16. The measured form errors of ML12 for all samples were closed to the 

ML form errors of the mold. The form errors of ML02 were comparatively high in 

comparison with the mold. However, similar to the HDPE measurements, the form error 

of ML02 decreased for increased temperatures. For ML12 the form error decreased 

from TS2no1xx to TS2no2xx. Since all measured values were higher than the form 

error of the mold, the Rayleigh criterion was not fulfilled for visible light. A respective 

PV form error smaller than 95 nm and 184 nm was necessary for a wavelength 

' = 380 nm and ' = 740 nm. 

A comparison of the shrinkage between the test series conducted with HDPE and PC 

materials shows that the PC material shrinkage was slightly smaller than in the case 

of the HDPE. This result was expected, since the macromolecular chains of semi-

crystalline polymers start to crystallize during cooling [85].  

The measured surfaces roughness values are plotted in Figure 7-17 and Figure 7-18. 

With exception of the �  values of TS2no117 and TS2no201, the individual ML show 

a uniform characteristic for the varied press-molding parameters. It is assumed that 

TS2no1xx and TS2no2xx were deteriorated by scratching the mold surface as these 

samples stuck to the mold after demolding and had to be removed manually. Although 

the improvement in the surface roughness with increased heating temperature and 

thus, lowered polymer viscosity was expected due to the results made in [63] and in 

the HDPE test series, a conclusion about this relationship cannot be drawn here for 

the molded PC samples. Surprisingly the best �  roughness values down to 12 nm 

were achieved with TS2no4xx. For the HDPE MLA, the comparatively high form errors 

and differences in sag height of the PC samples pressed at 0.8 kN were explained with 

an insufficient filling of the microcavities. Eventually, the improved roughness is caused 

by surface tensions effects as they occur in the thermal reflow process, presented in 

chapter 4.1.1. However, the roughness values of the other samples were only 
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marginally higher.  With exception of TS2no117 and TS2no201, all measured �  

values were ≤ 18 nm. Considering 50 nm as maximum �  surface roughness 

according to the chapter 2.2, all press-molded MLA were suitable for optical 

applications. Specifying 2 % as the maximum amount of scattered light according to 

equation (2-2), a surface roughness �! = 8.7 nm respectively �! = 4.3 nm was desired 

for ' = 740 nm and ' = 380 nm. In result, the �! surface roughness of all press-molded 

MLA was too high.  

As mentioned in chapter 7.1, an improvement of the MLA quality, especially in terms 

of the form error and the surface is to be aimed at.  

As explained in chapter 5.1, a sticking of parts to the mold after demolding is critical in 

terms of quality. Especially the replicated microstructures are sensitive to damaging. 

Adhesion effects between the CuZn30 brass and the polycarbonate could be the 

reason for the part sticking in this test series. The effects could be caused by chemical 

or physical bonding of the parts, but above all by the relatively high surface roughness 

of the mold resulting in a mechanical bonding between the two materials.  

In order to avoid these effects in further studies, the mold surface roughness should 

be firstly improved followed by an in-depth research about finding an optimum 

demolding temperature. Demolding at 80 °C seems to be unfavorable for the material 

combination CuZn30 brass and PC. At last it should be mentioned that mold particles 

were found again in some substrates. As the mold was cleaned again before this test 

series was conducted it is assumed that the mold material is not a proper material for 

press-molding in terms of hardness.  
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7.5 Compression Molding of Test Series 4 – PMMA 

The manual adjustment of the heating temperature was carried out in the same way 

as previously done for the polycarbonate test series. At a temperature of 110 °C and 

thus, 20 °C lower than the set heating temperature for the first sample, the heat supply 

was decreased down to 2 %. After demolding, the MLA TS4no3xx, TS4no4xx, 

TS4no5xx and TS4no6xx stuck to the mold and had to be detached from the mold. 

The measurements were conducted following the proceedings of the previous test 

series with optical polymers. The Olympus OLS4100 was used to measure the 

microlens diameters which are given in Table 7-20. The sag heights and form errors 

measured with the Mitaka NH-3SP are given from Table 7-21 to Table 7-27. Finding 

the focus point on the PMMA substrates with the Mitaka NP-3SP was more difficult to 

obtain compared to the previous PC measurements. This could be explained with the 

6 % higher transparency of the COMOGLAS™ PMMA than the polycarbonate. The 

line surface roughness was measured at the IFM with a cut-off wavelength 

 'L  = 0.250 mm over a sampling length of the same amount.   

 

 Microlens diameter 2a [µm] 

 ML01 ML05 ML12 ML15 ML17 ML24 

Mold 1000.12 1000.62 1000.00 999.72 1000.34 1000.37 

TS4no1xx 994.12 995.01 993.14 991.16 995.16 994.21 

TS4no2xx 994.55 994.46 993.58 992.86 994.18 993.86 

TS4no3xx 992.65 994.75 994.49 992.57 994.37 994.00 

TS4no4xx 993.65 995.20 992.97 993.10 994.59 994.10 

TS4no5xx 992.78 995.75 993.94 992.50 994.59 995.40 

TS4no6xx 993.31 994.81 992.10 992.30 992.64 994.37 

Table 7-20: Microlens diameters of test series 4 
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 1 21.727 21.832 22.589 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.533 0.947 0.301 

Table 7-21: Microlens sag height of TS4no1xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 2 21.881 22.431 22.592 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.379 0.348 0.293 

Table 7-22: Microlens sag height of TS4no2xx 
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 3 22.254 23.303 23.525 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.006 -0.524 -0.635 

Table 7-23: Microlens sag height of TS4no3xx  

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 4 21.418 21.969 22.146 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.842 0.810 0.744 

Table 7-24: Microlens sag height of TS4no4xx  
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a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 5 22.015 22.295 22.027 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.245 0.484 0.863 

Table 7-25: Microlens sag height of TS4no5xx 

a) Microlens 1 b) Microlens 17 

c) Microlens 24  Sag height [µm] 

 ML01 ML17 ML24 

Mold 22.260 22.779 22.890 

Sample 6 21.832 22.343 22.462 

Difference in 

sag height 
0.428 0.436 0.428 

Table 7-26: Microlens sag height of TS4no6xx 
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 PV form error [µm] 

 TS2no1xx Ts2no2xx TS2no3xx TS2no4xx TS2no5xx TS2no6 xx 

ML02 1.865 1.403 1.670 1.281 1.497 1.290 

ML12 0.801 0.899 0.986 1.050 0.888 1.435 

Table 7-27: PV form error results of test series 4 

 

Figure 7-19: Surface roughness Ra of the press-mold ed samples in test series 4 

 

Figure 7-20: Surface roughness Rq of the press-mold ed samples in test series 4 
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The results of this test series are discussed in the following. The ML diameters vary 

over all samples from 991.16 µm up to 995.75 µm. Comparing the minimum diameter 

to the mold, the calculated shrinkage in the diameter is ≤ 1 %. 

Equivalent to the PC samples, the shrinkage in the sag height was smaller than 1 µm 

for all samples. Also in this test series the sag heights increased for higher 

temperatures. The difference in the sag height of ML01 was 0.533 µm at a heating 

temperature of 130 °C, decreasing down to 0.379 µm at 140 °C and only 0.006 µm at 

150 °C. ML17 and ML24 on TS4no3xx have a higher sag height compared to the mold 

ML which can be explained by measuring inaccuracies which were already mentioned 

in the discussion of the results for the HDPE. As observed for HDPE and PC, the sag 

heights of the ML pressed at 0.8 kN were the smallest resulting in the maximum 

shrinkage of 3.8 %. The incomplete filling of the microstructures during pressing should 

be given here as possible explanation again. The smallest sag height difference was 

shown for all ML on TS4no2xx, pressed at 1.0 kN, whereas for higher pressures, 

TS4no5xx and TS4no6xx, the sag height slightly decreases again. Eventually the 

plano-convex microlenses on the array were lengthened due to adhesion effects as 

these two MLA stuck to the mold after demolding [63]. 

The form error results are plotted in Table 7-27. Equal to the molded PC MLAs, the 

Rayleigh criterion is not fulfilled for visible wavelength. The PV form errors of ML12 

were all higher than the PV form error of 536 nm of the mold ML. In contrast, the 

measured PV form errors of TS2no202, TS4no402, TS2no502 and TS2no602 were 

lower than the respective ML with PV form error of 1.611 µm. An explanation for this 

characteristic is not found yet as the PV form error results are contradictory to the 

results made in the previous two test series. The results could be caused by the 

occurred focus point drifting during the profile measuring as the Mitaka NH-3SP was 

pushed to its boundaries. 

A slight improvement of the �  surface roughness on average with increased heating 

temperatures can be assumed from Figure 7-19, verifying the results discussed before. 

The surface finish of TS4no5xx and TS4no6xx were obviously deteriorated due to the 

mold sticking after demolding. Though all measured �  values were below 50 nm and 
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the samples therefore suitable for optical applications, the TIS tolerance of 2 % was 

not fulfilled for all samples as it can be seen in Figure 7-20.  

Possible reasons for the MLA sticking to the molds were already mentioned in the 

discussion of the results for the PC test series. The same phenomena can be assumed 

to become effective for the PMMA material. For this reason, discussable avoidance 

measures should not be mentioned here again.  
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7.6 Mold Microstructure After Compression Molding 

During the press-molding experiments, the mold material was exposed to 

temperatures from room temperature until 189 °C and frictional forces between the 

mold material and the polymer. After conducting the last press-molding experiments 

with the PMMA, the mold microstructures and the lmp 3 were observed using the 

Olympus OLS4100 without prior cleaning.  

 

Figure 7-21: Mold microstructures after the press-m olding experiments at 10x 

magnification; upper left: ML01; upper right: ML08;  lower left: ML12; lower right: ML13 

ML12 ML13 

ML08 ML01 
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Around 30 samples were compression molded within this study. Comparing the mold 

in Figure 7-21 after the press-molding experiments with the mold before the press-

molding experiments as shown in Figure 7-2, a clear deterioration of the microlens 

dimensions can be seen. The defined edges created by the diamond cutting process 

are found rounded and blurred after the experiments. The surface roughness was 

controlled with the Mitaka MLP-3. The results are given in Table 7-28. With measured 

�  values between 26 nm up to 39 nm, the surface roughness was up to two times 

higher compared to the initial condition. The �! surface roughness showed a similar 

deterioration.  

 ML01  ML17  ML24  

�� [nm]  26 29 39 

�� [nm]  33 39 55 

Table 7-28: Ra and Rq surface roughness values of t he mold microlenses after the 

compression molding experiments 

The tool marks created by the UP turning were still visible as it can be seen in  

Figure 7-22. Even more recognizable is that the grains of the alloy components of the 

brass material became clearly visible at a 10x-magnification. The tool wear can be 

clarified with occurring abrasion caused by excessive frictional forces between the 

mold and polymer material during the pressing. The changed surface finish is also an 

indication for the hypothesis that the brass particles found in the molded MLA were 

abraded during the pressing. Beside the worsening of the surface roughness, residual 

PMMA fragments were found in the microstructures (Figure 7-22). The residual 

polymer is probably caused by adhesive wear between polymer and mold material. 

While the abrasive wear is expected to occur during pressing, the adhesive wear 

assumingly occurs during the demolding. After the cooling step, the solidified polymer 

and the brass might adhere to each other due to adhesion effects. The supposed 

reasons for the occurring adhesion effects were already discussed in chapter 7.4. 

When the lower mold is moved downwards to open the cavity, the molded MLA is 

ripped off the upper mold. Due to sliding forces between both materials, the polymer 

material is locally ruptured and keeps adhered to the brass. 
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Figure 7-23 shows the tarnishing of the lower mold part 3 after the compression 

molding experiments. Tarnishing is mostly caused by oxidation of the outermost layer 

of a surface. During the experiments, the brass material was exposed to fast heating 

and cooling cycles between room temperature up to 189 °C. The effect of the tarnished 

surface was not further investigated during this study. 

 
Figure 7-22: Microlens in the mold after pressing i n 50x-magnification. 

 
Figure 7-23: Thermal oxidation of the lower mold pa rt 2 after the compression molding 

experiments  

Grains 

Residual polymer 

Tool marks still visible 
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8 Summary 

In this study the fabrication and characterization of press-molded polymer microlens 

arrays was investigated theoretically and experimentally. 

To introduce into the topic, the fundamentals about microlenses, microlens arrays and 

optical polymers were exemplified. Direct and indirect fabrication methods were 

identified in the following and the respective state of research was pointed out. 

Compression molding with a focus on microlenses was further emphasized in 

chapter 5 to lead over into the experimental part of this study. The objective of the 

experimental part was the compression molding and the subsequent characterization 

of MLA made of HDPE, PC and PMMA. Prior to the molding experiments, a mold was 

designed and fabricated by machine operations. The microlens array was diamond 

turned and the lenses were characterized by the microlens diameter, sag height, form 

error and surface roughness. A sufficient uniformity in the microlens diameter and sag 

height was achieved for the molded array. The form error of the lenses was sufficient 

for wavelengths in the thermal IR range but too high for visible light. The surface 

roughness on the microlens apex was comparatively high for optical applications.  

In result, the mold quality was suitable for the experiments and the intermediate goal 

of the experimental part, the precision machining of a mold, was achieved. The press-

molding experiments were conducted, and the molded MLA were characterized by 

means of the same dimensions as the mold. Finally, the MLA results were set into 

comparison to the mold microstructure dimensions and discussed in chapter 7. In 

result, all needed measures to fulfill the objective of this study were realized. 

The first test series was conducted in order to determine the needed amount of material 

to fill the cavity and to investigate the effect of the incremental heat supply on the 

heating of the mold charge. It was determined that the heat supply had to be set 

carefully for each material for the Toshiba GMP211 compression press by adjusting 

the incremental heat input and the heating time. The parameters temperature and 

compression force were varied in the upcoming test series 1 – 3. The results of these 

experiments can be summarized as follows: 
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• An increased heating temperature had a positive effect on the part shrinkage. The 

diameters and sag height deviated less from the respective mold for higher heating 

temperatures. 

• The compression force in the range 1.0 – 1.2  kN had a positive effect on the part 

shrinkage. The diameters and sag height deviated less from the respective mold 

the most for a compression force of 0.8 kN.  

• The form error of the ML pressed at a low pressure of 0.8 kN was higher than the 

form errors of the ML pressed at higher pressures of 1.0 kN and 1.2 kN. For 1.4 the 

form error increased for some ML again. 

• The Rayleigh criterion, used to characterize possible wavefront aberration, was 

only fulfilled for the HDPE microlens arrays in the thermal IR wavelength range. 

The Rayleigh criterion was not fulfilled for the PC and PMMA microlens arrays 

in the visible wavelength range. 

• The heating temperature is assumed to have a positive effect on the surface  

roughness due to a decreased viscosity of the polymer. The surface roughness of 

the HDPE and PMMA samples was improved for increasing temperatures. This 

effect could not be shown for the PC samples.  

• All molded HDPE MLA, except the one pressed at 0.8 kN were within the tolerance 

of 2 % for total integrated scattering. The �! surface roughness of the PC and 

PMMA samples was found too high to prevent TIS. 

• Part sticking to the mold after demolding is assumed to be caused by adhesion 

effects. In addition, residual polymer was found after detaching the samples which 

is assumingly caused by adhesive friction. 

• Micro gas trapping was diminished at the used compression press for increasing 

the heating temperature 

• Brass mold material particles were partially found in molded samples. 
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As it was seen in chapter 7.6, a deterioration of the mold surface occurred during the 

experiments. The microlens edges were found blurred, the surface roughness was 

increased and an oxidation of the brass material was observed.  

Some of the created results are directly related to the mold. Future research could 

focus on finding a more suitable mold material by comparing the quality of parts molded 

from different mold materials or coatings. In this regard, the quality of the diamond 

turned microlenses should be improved in terms of the surface roughness and the form 

error. Furthermore, as some parts stuck to the mold after demolding, a further study 

could concentrate on finding the best suitable demolding temperature for the pressed 

materials. The compression molding results for the materials could be further validated 

by a molding simulation. 
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Appendix 

Mold – Technical Drawings and Datasheets 

(1) TD Upper Mold – Yan Lab Design 

 
 

(2) TD Lower Mold Part 1 – Yan Lab Design 
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(3) TD Lower Mold Part 2 – Yan Lab Design 

 
 

(4) TD Lower Mold Part 3 – Yan Lab Design 
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(5) TD Upper Mold 
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(6) TD Lower Mold Part 1 
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(7) TD Lower Mold Part 2 
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(8) TD Lower Mold Part 3 
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(9) DS compression springs DC519 by Accurate Inc., Japan 

page1 
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page 2
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(10) Tolerance stack analysis – Axial guidance length between lmp 1 and lmp 2 

Calculation according to [74]: 

 
Scale (2:1) 

� �� [mm]  �� [mm]  ��� [mm]  �� [mm]  �� [mm]  

0 1 ��.oq���.f�� 1 −0.075 −1 0.750 

1 14 ���.~�� 14 0.050 +1 0.10 

2 3 ��.�q��  3 −0.025 −1 0.050 

3 7 ��.�q���.�q� 7 0 +1 0.100 

4 10 ��.~����.~�� 10 0 −1 0.200 

5 7 ���.f�� 7 0.150 −1 0.300 

 

Nominal dimension: �� 0  − 1��  � ����
i

��~
 (0-1) 

Center tolerance deviation: �� 0  − 1��  � ����
i

��~
 (0-2) 

Component tolerance: "� 0  � "�
i

��~
 (0-3) 

General dimension: �� 0  �� + ��  ± "�2  (0-4) 
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Calculation of �0: 

�� 0  − 1− 1  (1 ∗ 14 − 1 ∗ 3 + 1 ∗ 7 − 1 ∗ 10 − 1 ∗ 7) 0 1 (0-5) 

�� 0  − 1− 1 (1 ∗ 0.050 − 1 ∗ (−0.025) − 1 ∗ 0.150) 0 −0.075 (0-6) 

"� 0  0.100 + 0.050 + 0.100 + 0.200 + 0.300 0 0.750 
(0-7) 

�� 0  1 + (−0.075) ±  0.7502 0 1 ��.oq���.f�� 
(0-8) 
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(11) Tolerance stack analysis – Plunger length at upper mold part 

Calculation according to [74]: 

 

Scale (2:1) 

� �� [mm]  �� [mm]  ��� [mm]  �� [mm]  �� [mm]  

0 15 ��.}���.2q� 15 −0.225 −1 0.950 

1 12 ± 0.100 12 0 +1 0.200 

2 8 ± 0.100 8 0 +1 0.200 

3 3 ��.�q��  3 −0.025 +1 0.050 

4 7 ± 0.050 7 0 −1 0.100 

5 1 ���.o�� 1 0.200 −1 0.400 

 

Calculation of �0: 

�� 0  − 1− 1 (1 ∗ 12 + 1 ∗ 8 + 1 ∗ 3 − 1 ∗ 7 − 1 ∗ 1) 0 15 (0-9) 

�� 0  − 1− 1 (1 ∗ (−0.025) − 1 + 0.200) 0 −0.225 (0-10) 

"� 0  "� 0  � "�
i

��~
0 0.950 

(0-11) 

�� 0  15 + (−0.225) ±  0.9502 0 15 ��.}����.2q� 
(0-12)) 
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Extracts from Polymer Data Sheets 

(12) C.I. Takiron Polycarbonate Material Data Sheet 
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(13) Kuraray Co. Ltd. PMMA Material Data Sheet 
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(14) Kuraray Co. Ltd. PMMA Safety Data Sheet 
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Press-Molding Parameters to be set at the Toshiba G MP211 

(15) Explanation of the compression molding parameters with reference to Figure 6-8: 

Toshiba GMP211 compression molding process, page 41 

Position Parameters Z [mm] 

Z1 Position of the lower mold during heating 

Z2 Position of the lower mold when compression is started 

  

Cylinder Motion Speed V [mm/min] 

V1 Speed to position Z1 

V2 Speed to position Z2 

V3 Motion speed after temperature T4 is reached 

  

Pressing Parameters P [kN] 

P1 Compression force 

P2 Compression force 1 applied during cooling 

P3 Compression force 2 applied during cooling 

  

Temperature Parameters T [°C] 

T1 Material preheating temperature 

T2 Temperature before mold closing 

T3 Cooling temperature 1 

T4 Cooling temperature 2 / Demolding temperature 

  

Time Parameters t [s] 

Pt1 Compression time during P1 

St1 T1-holding time 

St2 T2-holding time 

St3 T2-holding time during compression 
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Experiment Documentation 

(16) TS3no1xx 
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(17) TS3no2xx 
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(18) TS3no3xx 
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(19) TS3no4xx 
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(20) TS3no5xx 
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(21) TS3no6xx 
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(22) TS2no1xx 
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(23) TS2no2xx 
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(24) TS2no3xx 
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(25) TS2no4xx 
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(26) TS2no5xx 
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(27) TS2no6xx 
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(28) TS4no1xx 
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(29) TS4no2xx 
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(30) TS4no3xx 
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(31) TS4no4xx 
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(32) TS4no5xx 
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(33) TS4no6xx 

 

 

 


